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RISK ARBITRAGE AND HEDGING TO
ACCEPTABILITY
EMMANUEL LEPINETTE AND ILYA MOLCHANOV
Abstract. The classical discrete time model of transaction costs
relies on the assumption that the increments of the feasible port-
folio process belong to the solvency set at each step. We extend
this setting by assuming that any such increment belongs to the
sum of an element of the solvency set and the family of acceptable
positions, e.g. with respect to a dynamic risk measure.
We describe the sets of superhedging prices, formulate several
no risk arbitrage conditions and explore connections between them.
If the acceptance sets consist of non-negative random vectors, that
is the underlying dynamic risk measure is the conditional essen-
tial infimum, we extend many classical no arbitrage conditions in
markets with transaction costs and provide their natural geometric
interpretations. The mathematical technique relies on results for
unbounded and possibly non-closed random sets in the Euclidean
space.
1. Introduction
Transaction costs in financial markets are often described using sol-
vency sets, which are random convex sets consisting of all financial
positions (in physical quantities) regarded better than the zero posi-
tion or at least equivalent to it. In the dynamic discrete time setting,
the solvency sets form a set-valued random process pKtqt“0,...,T adapted
to the underlying filtration pFtqt“0,...,T . In many cases, solvency sets
are cones, and the corresponding model is known as Kabanov’s model
with proportional transaction costs, see [17, 25].
If ξ is a claim that matures at time T , then the set of initial posi-
tions suitable as a starting value for a self-financing portfolio process
pVtqt“0,...,T paying ξ at maturity forms the family of superhedging prices
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for ξ. The self-financing requirement amounts to the fact that the in-
crement Vt´1 ´ Vt of the portfolio process is solvent at all times, that
is a.s. belongs to Kt for all t (in this case, the increment is said to be
a selection of Kt). This may lead to rather high superhedging prices.
The key idea of this work is to extend the family of self-financing
portfolio processes by requiring that Vt´1 ´ Vt equals the sum of a
selection of Kt and another random vector that is not necessarily sol-
vent, but is acceptable with respect to a certain dynamic risk measure.
This can be heuristically viewed as “softening” of the boundary of Kt.
Then pVtqt“0,...,T is called an acceptable portfolio process. In particu-
lar, the classical superhedging setting arises if the conditional essential
infimum is chosen as the risk measure, so that acceptable random vec-
tors necessarily have all a.s. non-negative components. This hedging
to acceptability substantially increases the choice of possible hedging
strategies, but in some cases may lead to arbitrage.
Example 1.1. Let r be any coherent risk measure. Consider the one
period zero interest model with two currencies as the assets. Assume
that the exchange rate pi (so that pi units of the second currency buy
one unit of the first one) at time one is log-normally distributed (in
the real world) and the exchanges are free from transaction cost. Then
the positions γ1 “ p´a, piaq and γ2 “ pa,´piaq for a ą 0 are reachable
from p0, 0q at zero costs. Their risks are pa, arppiqq and p´a, arp´piqq.
In order to secure the capital reserves for γ1, the agent has to reserve a
of the first currency and arppiq of the second one (note that rppiq ă 0).
If the exchange rate at time zero is pi0, the initial cost expressed in the
second currency is
pi0a` arppiq “ appi0 ` rppiqq.
In order to secure γ2, the initial cost is ap´pi0 ` rp´piqq. If pi0 does
not belong to the interval r´rppiq, rp´piqs, then either pi0 ` rppiq ă 0 or
´pi0 ` rp´piq ă 0, and we let a grow to release infinite capital at time
zero. Note that this model does not admit financial arbitrage, since
there exists a martingale measure. This example can be modified by
accounting for transaction costs.
It is accepted by now that risks of multivariate positions involving
possible exchanges of assets and transaction costs are described as sets,
see [2, 12]. Indeed, the multiasset setting naturally gives rise to a possi-
bility to offset a risky position using various combinations of assets. In
this framework it is also natural to consider the family of all attainable
positions as a set-valued portfolio and regard it acceptable if it con-
tains a selection with all individually acceptable components, see [22].
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Treating both arguments and values of a risk measure as random sets
leads to law invariant risk measures and makes it possible to iterate
the construction, which is essential to handle dynamic risk measures.
This paper aims to introduce geometric characterisation of super-
hedging prices and the corresponding no-arbitrage conditions with ac-
ceptable portfolio processes. On this way, we introduce a constructive
definition of dynamic multivariate risks based on families of acceptable
positions and so extend the existing works on dynamic risk measures
[6, 7] by letting the arguments of risks and their values be subfamilies
of the whole set of random vectors in Rd. In many instances, these
sets satisfy the decomposability property and may be interpreted as
random (possibly non-closed) sets.
Section 2 introduces general random sets, their selections and
treats various measurability issues, in particular, it is shown that the
Minkowski (elementwise) sum of two random closed sets is measurable,
no matter if the sum is closed or not. A special attention is devoted
to the decomposability and infinite decomposability properties, which
are the key concepts suitable to relate families of random vectors and
selections of random sets. While we work with random sets in the
Euclidean space, many results hold for random sets in general Banach
spaces.
Each F -measurable random closed set X can be viewed as the family
of its measurable selections. It is possible to restrict the latter family
by considering selections measurable with respect to a sub-σ-algebra
H Ă F . They define the conditional core of X introduced in Section 3.
If H is trivial, then the conditional core becomes the set of determin-
istic points that belong to X a.s. and is also related to the essential
intersection considered in [15]. If X is a.s. convex, its conditional core
can be obtained by taking the conditional essential infimum of its sup-
port function. The conditional essential maximum leads to the dual
concept of the conditional convex hull. While the conditional core of
the sum of sets is a superset of the sum of their conditional cores, the
opposite inclusion holds for the conditional convex hull.
The conditional expectation of X is a random closed set generated
by the conditional expectations of integrable selections of X , see [16,
21]. We extend this concept by working with generalised conditional
expectations and show that it is sandwiched between the conditional
core and the conditional convex hull of X .
We refer to [5] and [10] for the basics of static risk measures and
to [1] for a survey of the dynamic L8-setting. The module approach
worked out in [8, 9] provides a versatile way to handle dynamic risk
measures well beyond the L8-setting.
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Static risk measures are usually defined on LppR,Fq with p P r1,8s.
However, in many cases, they are well defined also on larger sets. For
example, rpξq “ ´ess infξ makes sense for all random variables es-
sentially bounded from below by a constant. The boundedness or
integrability of their absolute values is irrelevant. Quite similarly, if
rpξq “ ´Eξ, then the acceptance set is defined as the family of ξ such
that their positive and negative parts satisfy Eξ` ě Eξ´ ą 8. The
boundedness of Eξ` is not required.
To account for similar effects in relation to multivariate dynamic risk
measures, we work with acceptance sets instead of risk measures. The
acceptance sets Ct,s with t ď s are subsets of the sum of the family of
Fs-measurable random vectors in R
d that admit generalised conditional
pth moment with respect to Ft and the family of all Fs-measurable
random vectors in Rd`. Section 4 introduces basic conditions on the
acceptance sets and several optional ones. The acceptance sets can be
generated by any conventional univariate dynamic convex risk measure
as the family of random vectors with individually acceptable compo-
nents.
The dynamic selection risk measure Rt,spΞq for a family Ξ Ă
L0pRd,FT q is introduced as the L
0-closure of pΞ ` Ct,sq X L
0pRd,Ftq.
If Ξ “ L0pX,FT q is the family of selections for a random closed set X ,
then Rt,spXq “ Rt,spΞq itself is an Ft-measurable random closed set. In
comparison with [7], this approach explicitly defines a set-valued risk
measure instead of imposing on it some axiomatic properties. This
yields a set-valued risk measure with a set-valued argument that can
be naturally iterated in the dynamic framework. The conditional con-
vexity of the acceptance sets yields that
Rt,spλX ` p1´ λqY q Ą λRt,spXq ` p1´ λqRt,spY q a.s.
for any λ P L0pr0, 1s,Ftq and random closed sets X and Y , that is
the risk measure is also conditionally convex. The static case of this
construction was considered in [22], where properties of selection risk
measures in the coherent case are obtained, some of them easily ex-
tendable for a dynamic convex case. Comparing to [22], we work with
solvency sets instead of portfolios available at price zero and also al-
low the argument of the risk measure to be a rather general family of
random vectors.
The hedging to acceptability relies on a sequence pKtqt“0,...,T of sol-
vency sets and the acceptance sets Ct,s. Note that the solvency sets
are not assumed to be conical, since non-conical models naturally ap-
pear, e.g. in the order book setting. An acceptable portfolio process
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pVtqt“0,...,T considered in Section 5 satisfies Vt´1 ´ Vt “ kt ` ηt for
kt P L
0pKt,Ftq, ηt P Ct´1,t, and all t.
If ξ is a terminal claim on d assets, then Ξξt denotes the set of all
initial endowments at time t that ensure the existence of an accept-
able portfolio process paying ξ at maturity, that is VT P ξ ` KT a.s.
Equivalently, Ξξt is the family of Ft-measurable elements of pξ ´ At,T q,
where At,T is the set of claims attainable at time T starting from zero
investment. The set Ξξt may be used to assess the risk associated with
ξ at time t.
The classical no arbitrage conditions are imposed on the set of at-
tainable claims, and so they may be formulated in our setting in terms
of the sets Ξ0t (that arises if ξ “ 0), its asymptotic variant, or using the
attainable sets. These no risk arbitrage conditions are introduced and
analysed in Section 6. It is shown that in some cases it is possible to
represent the families of capital requirements as a set-valued process,
and the no risk arbitrage conditions can be characterised in terms of
weakly consistent price systems. It should be noted that the risk arbi-
trage only makes sense in the multiasset setting; if Kt “ R
d
` (which is
always the case on the line), then all no risk arbitrage conditions auto-
matically hold. This is also the case for the classical financial arbitrage
that needs at least one risky asset apart from the cash.
The sets Ct,s of acceptable positions always contain the family
L0pRd`,Fsq of random vectors with a.s. non-negative components and,
in many cases, Ct,s is a subset of the family of random vectors with
non-negative generalised conditional expectation given Ft. Thus, the
no risk arbitrage conditions are sandwiched between those for the risk
measure based on the conditional essential infimum and on the con-
ditional expectation. The first choice corresponds to the classical fi-
nancial arbitrage with transaction costs, where our no risk arbitrage
conditions become the classical ones. Section 7 recovers and extends
several results from [17]. Our approach also in this case yields new geo-
metric interpretation of the sets of superhedging prices with possibly
non-conical solvency sets, where the classical consistent price systems
characterisation fails. Section 8 adapts the conditional expectation as
the acceptability criterion and characterises the corresponding no ar-
bitrage conditions. These cases are illustrated on a two-asset example
in Section 9.
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2. Measurable selections of random sets
2.1. Decomposability. Let Rd be the Euclidean space with norm } ¨}
and the Borel σ-algebra BpRdq. The closure of a set A Ă Rd is denoted
by clA and the interior by intA. Furthermore, let B be the unit
Euclidean ball centred at the origin, so that rB is the ball of radius r.
A set-valued function ω ÞÑ Xpωq Ă Rd from a complete probability
space pΩ,F ,Pq to the family of all subsets of Rd is called F-measurable
if its graph
GrX “ tpω, xq P Ωˆ Rd : x P Xpωqu Ă Ωˆ Rd
belongs to the product σ-algebra FbBpRdq. In this case, X is said to be
a random set. In the same way the H-measurability of X with respect
to a sub-σ-algebra H of F is defined. Unless otherwise stated, by the
measurability we always understand the measurability with respect to
F . The random set X is said to be closed if Xpωq is a closed set for
almost all ω.
Definition 2.1. An F -measurable random element ξ in Rd such that
ξpωq P Xpωq for almost all ω P Ω is said to be an F -measurable selec-
tion (selection in short) of X , L0pX,Fq denotes the family of all F -
measurable selections of X , and LppX,Fq is the family of p-integrable
ones.
It is known that an a.s. non-empty random set has at least one
selection, see [14, Th. 4.4]. Note that L0pRd,Fq is equipped with the
topology generated by the convergence in probability. The closure in
the strong topology in Lp for p P r1,8q is denoted by clp and cl0 is
the closure in probability. If p “ 8, the closure is considered in the
σpL8,L1q-topology, equivalently with respect to a.s. convergence of
bounded sequences.
Definition 2.2. A family Ξ Ă L0pRd,Fq is said to be infinitely H-
decomposable if ÿ
n
ξn1An P Ξ
for all sequences pξnqně1 from Ξ and all H-measurable partitions
pAnqně1 of Ω; Ξ is H-decomposable if this holds for finite partitions.
The decomposable subsets of L0pRd,Fq are called stable and infin-
itely decomposable ones are called σ-stable in [3]. Observe that an
infinitely decomposable set is not necessarily closed in L0, while its
closure in L0 is infinitely decomposable. The following result is well
known for p “ 1 [16], for p P r1,8s [21, Th. 2.1.6], and is mentioned in
[17, Prop. 5.4.3] for p “ 0 and H “ F . The proof follows the scheme of
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[21, Th. 2.1.6] by replacing the Lp-metric with the metric Er}ξ´η}^1s
that corresponds to the convergence in probability and relying on the
subsequent Lemma 2.4.
Theorem 2.3. Let Ξ be a non-empty subset of LppRd,Fq for p “ 0 or
p P r1,8s. Then
Ξ X LppRd,Hq “ LppX,Hq.
for an H-measurable random closed set X if and only if Ξ is H-
decomposable and closed.
Lemma 2.4. Let ξn P L
0pRd,Fq, n ě 1, so that Xpωq “ cltξnpωq, n ě
1u is a random closed set. Let ξ P L0pX,Fq. Then, for each ε ą 0,
there exists a measurable partition A1, . . . , An of Ω such that
E
”››ξ ´ nÿ
i“1
1Aiξi
››^ 1ı ď ε.
Proposition 2.5. Let Ξ be infinitely F-decomposable, and let X be an
F-measurable a.s. nonempty random open set. Then
L
0pX,Fq ` Ξ “ L0pX,Fq ` cl0Ξ.
Proof. Consider γ P L0pX,Fq and ξ P cl0Ξ , so that ξn Ñ ξ a.s. for
ξn P Ξ , n ě 1. By a measurable selection argument, there exists
α P L0pp0,8q,Fq such that the ball of radius α centred at γ is a subset
of X a.s. Let us define, up to a null set, the F -measurable mapping
kpωq “ inftn : }ξpωq ´ ξnpωq} ď αpωqu, ω P Ω.
Then
ξˆpωq “ ξkpωqpωq “
8ÿ
j“1
ξj1kpωq“j ,
is also F -measurable and belongs to Ξ by assumption. Since }ξˆ´ξ} ď α
a.s., ξ ` γ “ pξ ` γ ´ ξˆq ` ξˆ P L0pX,Fq `Ξ . 
Proposition 2.6. If X is a random set, then its pointwise closure
clXpωq, ω P Ω, is a random closed set, and L0pclX,Fq “ cl0 L
0pX,Fq.
Furthermore, there exists a countable family pξiqiě1 of measurable se-
lections of X such that clX “ cltξi, i ě 1u a.s.
Proof. Since the probability space is complete and the graph of X is
measurable in the product space, the projection theorem yields that
tX X G ‰ Hu P F for any open set G. Finally, note that X hits any
open set G if and only if clX hits G. Thus, clX is Effros measurable
and so is a random closed set, see [21, Sec. 1.2.1].
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The inclusion cl0 L
0pX,Fq Ă L0pclX,Fq obviously holds. Since
cl0 L
0pX,Fq is decomposable, there exists a random closed set Y such
that cl0 L
0pX,Fq “ L0pY,Fq. Since L0pX,Fq Ă L0pY,Fq, we have
X Ă Y a.s. Therefore, clX Ă Y a.s. and the conclusion follows.
The existence of a countable respresentation of clX is well known,
see e.g. [21, Th. 2.2.3]. It is called the Castaing representation. 
2.2. Measurable versions and Minkowski sums.
Proposition 2.7. For any closed set-valued mapping Xpωq, ω P Ω,
there exists a random closed set Y (called the measurable version of
X) such that L0pX,Fq “ L0pY,Fq.
Proof. Assume that L0pX,Fq is non-empty, otherwise Y “ H a.s.
Since L0pX,Fq is closed and decomposable, Theorem 2.3 ensures the
existence of Y that satisfies the required conditions. 
For A1, A2 Ă R
d, define their pointwise (Minkowski) sum as
A1 ` A2 “ tx1 ` x2 : x1 P A1, x2 P A2u .
The same definition applies to the sum of subsets of L0pRd,Fq. The
set of pairwise differences of points from A1 and A2 is obtained as
A1 ` p´A2q, or shortly A1 ´ A2, where ´A2 “ t´x : x P A2u is the
centrally symmetric variant of A2. For the sum A ` txu of a set and
a singleton we write shortly A ` x. Note that the sum of two closed
sets is not necessarily closed, while it becomes closed if at least one of
the closed summands is compact. The following result differs from [21,
Th. 2.2.25] in considering the possibly non-closed sum of two random
closed sets.
Lemma 2.8. Let X1 and X2 be two random sets. Then L
0pX1,Fq `
L0pX2,Fq “ L
0pX1 ` X2,Fq. If both X1 and X2 are random closed
sets, then X1 `X2 is measurable.
Proof. It is trivial that L0pX1,Fq ` L
0pX2,Fq Ă L
0pX1 `X2,Fq. To
prove the reverse inclusion, consider γ P L0pX1`X2,Fq. Since X1 and
X2 are F -measurable, the measurable selection theorem [17, Th. 5.4.1]
yields that there exist F -measurable selections ξ1 P L0pX1,Fq and
ξ2 P L0pX2,Fq such that ξ “ ξ
1 ` ξ2.
Now assume that X1 and X2 are closed and consider their Castaing
representations X1pωq “ cltξ
1
ipωq, i ě 1u and X2pωq “ cltξ
2
i pωq, i ě 1u.
The measurability of X1 `X2 follows from the representation
(2.1) GrpX1 `X2q
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“
ď
kě1
č
mě1
ď
i,jě1
tpω, xq : }x´ ξ1ipωq ´ ξ
2
j pωq} ď
1
m
, }ξ1ipωq} ď ku.
Indeed, GrpX1`X2q is clearly contained in the right-hand side of (2.1),
while the reverse inclusion is shown by a compactness argument. 
Proposition 2.9. If X is a random set, then the pointwise closure of
its convex hull coX admits a measurable version.
Proof. By Proposition 2.7, the closure of coX admits a measurable
version Y . Then L0pY,Fq is the set of all random variables taking
values a.s. in the pointwise closure of coX . In particular, L0pY,Fq is
closed and convex. It suffices to show that Y is a.s. convex. Assume
that this is not the case. Since the set
tpw, α, x, yq P Ωˆ r0, 1s ˆ pRdq2 : x, y P Y, αx` p1´ αqy R Y u
is FbBpr0, 1sqbBppRdq2q-measurable, we may construct a measurable
version of this set at least on a non-null set. We obtain a contradiction,
since L0pY,Fq is convex. 
2.3. Support function. If X is a random set in Rd, then its support
function is defined by
(2.2) hXpuq “ suptxu, xy : x P Xu , u P R
d ,
where xu, xy denotes the scalar product. If Xpωq is empty, then the
support function is set to be ´8. It is easy to see that the support
function does not discern between the random set and a measurable
version of its closed convex hull.
Let X be a random closed convex set, that is Xpωq is convex for
almost all ω. It is well known that its support function hXpuq is a
random variable in R¯ “ r´8,8s for each u P Rd. The following result
extends this and (2.2) for random u. It refers to the definition of the
essential supremum from Appendix A.
Lemma 2.10. For every ζ P L0pRd,Fq and random closed convex set
X, hXpζq is a random variable in r´8,8s, and
(2.3) hXpζq “ ess supFtxζ, ξy : ξ P L
0pX,Fqu a.s.
if X is a.s. non-empty.
Proof. Since tX “ Hu P F , it is possible to assume that X is a.s.
non-empty. By Proposition 2.6, X “ cltξi, i ě 1u, so that hXpζq “
supixζ, ξiy is F -measurable. It is immediate that hXpζq ě xζ, ξy for all
ξ P L0pX,Fq, so that
hXpζq ě ess supFtxζ, ξy : ξ P L
0pX,Fqu.
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Assume that X is a.s. compact, that is |hXpζq| ă 8 a.s. For any ε ą 0,
the random closed set X X tx : xx, ζy ě hXpζq ´ εu is a.s. non-empty
and so possesses a selection η. Then
ess supFtxζ, ξy : ξ P L
0pX,Fqu ě xζ, ηy ě hXpζq ´ ε .
Letting ε Ó 0 yields (2.3). For a general closed set X , hXpζq is the limit
of hXnpζq as n Ñ 8, where X
n “ X X nB. Since (2.3) holds for Xn
and Xn Ă X a.s.,
hXpζq “ lim
n
hXnpζq ď ess supFtxζ, ξy : ξ P L
0pX,Fqu. 
3. Conditional core and conditional convex hull
3.1. Conditional core. Let H be a sub-σ-algebra of F .
Definition 3.1. The H-core (also called conditional core), mpX|Hq,
of a set-valued mapping X is the largest H-measurable random set X 1
such that X 1 Ă X a.s.
The existence of the H-core is the issue of the existence of the largest
H-measurable subset of X . It does not prevent mpX|Hq from being
empty. For example, if X “ tξu is a singleton, then mpX|Hq exists
and is empty on a non null set unless ξ is H-measurable. If H is the
trivial σ-algebra, then mpX|Hq is the set of all points x P Rd such that
x P Xpωq for almost all ω. Such points are called fixed points of a
random set and it is obvious that the set of fixed points may be empty.
Lemma 3.2. If mpX|Hq exists, then L0pX,Hq “ L0pmpX|Hq,Hq, in
particular mpX,Hq ‰ H a.s. if and only if L0pX,Hq ‰ H.
Proof. In order to show the non-trivial inclusion, consider γ P
L0pX,Hq. The random set X 1 “ tγu is H-measurable and satisfies
X 1 Ă X a.s., that is γ PmpX|Hq a.s. 
Lemma 3.3. If X is a random closed set, then mpX|Hq exists and is
a random closed set, which is a.s. convex if X is a.s. convex.
Proof. By Theorem 2.3, L0pX,Hq “ L0pY,Hq for an H-measurable
random closed set Y . Moreover, Y “ cltξn, n ě 1u a.s. for ξn P
L0pX,Hq, n ě 1. Since X is closed, Y Ă X a.s. Since any H-
measurable random set Z Ă X satisfies L0pZ,Hq Ă L0pY,Hq, we have
Z Ă X a.s., so that Y “ mpX|Hq.
If X is convex, then the closed convex hull of mpX|Hq is a random
closed set (see Proposition 2.9) that is contained in X . Thus, mpX|Hq
is a.s. convex since, being the largest H-measurable closed subset of
X , it coincides with the closure of its convex hull. 
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Example 3.4. If X is defined on a finite binomial tree, then the con-
ditional core of X is given by the intersection of the sets Xpωq for ω
corresponding to the end-points of all branches that originate from a
particular node of the tree.
It is easy to see that if mpX|Hq, mpY |Hq, and mpX ` Y |Hq exist
for set-valued mappings X and Y , then
(3.1) mpX|Hq `mpY |Hq ĂmpX ` Y |Hq.
Lemma 3.5. Let X be an F-measurable random set.
(i) λX is an F-measurable random set for any λ P L0pR,Fq.
(ii) If mpX|Hq exists and λ P L0pR,Hq, then mpλX|Hq exists and
(3.2) mpλX|Hq “ λmpX|Hq.
Proof. (i) Since
GrpλXq “ ptλ “ 0u ˆ t0uq Y pGrpλXq X ptλ ‰ 0u ˆ Rdqq,
it suffices to assume that λ ‰ 0 a.s. The measurability of λX is
immediate, since the map φ : pω, xq ÞÑ pω, λ´1xq is measurable and
GrpλXq “ φ´1pGrXq.
(ii) Observe that λmpX|Hq is H-measurable if λ P L0pR,Hq and
λmpX|Hq Ă λX . Suppose that X 1 Ă λX is H-measurable. Then
X2 “ λ´1X 11λ‰0 `X1λ“0 Ă X,
and X2 is H-measurable. Therefore, X2 Ă mpX|Hq, so that X 1 Ă
λmpX|Hq. Thus, mpλX|Hq exits and (3.2) holds. 
Lemma 3.6. If LppX,Hq ‰ H for p P r1,8s and a random closed set
X, then LppmpX|Hq,Hq “ LppX,Hq.
Proof. By the condition, mpX|Hq admits a p-integrable selection, and
so has the Castaing representation consisting of p-integrable selections,
see [16] and [21]. 
Remark 3.7. Consider a filtration pFtqt“0,...,T on pΩ,F ,Pq. Let X Ă R
d
be a random closed set. Then the set-valued process Xt “ mpX|Ftq,
t “ 0, . . . , T , satisfies Xs “ mpXt|Fsq for all s ď t.
3.2. Random convex sets and conditional convex hulls. It is
possible to relate H-cores of random closed convex sets to the condi-
tional essential infimum of their support functions. We denote by Q
the set of all rational numbers.
Proposition 3.8. Let X be a random closed convex set such that
mpX|Hq ‰ H a.s. Then
(3.3) hmpX|Hqpζq ď ess infHhXpζq, ζ P L
0pRd,Hq.
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If X is a.s. bounded, then
(3.4) mpX|Hq “
č
uPQd
tx P Rd : xu, xy ď ess infHhXpuqu.
Proof. Fix any ζ P L0pRd,Hq. By Lemma 2.10 and Lemma 3.6,
hmpX|Hqpζq “ ess supHtxζ, ξy : ξ P L
0pX,Hqu .
Moreover, mpX|Hq Ă X Ă tx : xx, ζy ď hXpζqu. Thus, xζ, ξy ď hXpζq
for ξ P L0pX,Hq. Since xζ, ξy is H-measurable, xζ, ξy ď ess infHhXpζq,
so that (3.3) holds.
Assume that X is a.s. bounded. The right-hand side of (3.4) is H-
measurable random convex closed set denoted by X˜. Since mpX|Hq
and X are closed and convex, (3.3) yields that mpX|Hq Ă X˜ . Observe
that γ P L0pX˜,Fq implies xu, γy ď hXpuq a.s. for all u P Q
d. Since hX
is a.s. finite and continuous, xu, γy ď hXpuq for all u P R
d a.s., that is
X˜ Ă X a.s. Therefore, X˜ ĂmpX|Hq. 
Example 3.9. The inequality in (3.3) can be strict. Let X be a line
in the plane passing through the origin with the non H-measurable
normal vector having a non-atomic distribution. Assume that H con-
tains all null-events from F . Then the only H-measurable selection of
X is the origin, so that the left-hand side of (3.3) vanishes. For each
deterministic (and so H-measurable) non-vanishing ζ “ u, we have
hXpuq “ 8 a.s., so that the the right-hand side of (3.3) is infinite.
Taking conditional essential supremum of the support function yields
the dual concept of the conditional convex hull MpX|Hq of X .
Proposition 3.10. Let X be an a.s. non-empty random closed set.
Then there exists the smallest H-measurable random convex closed set
(denoted byMpX|Hq) that contains X a.s. IfMpX|Hq is a.s. bounded,
(3.5) MpX|Hq “
č
uPQd
tx : xu, xy ď ess supHhXpuqu,
and hMpX|Hqpuq “ ess supHhXpuq for every u P Q
d.
Proof. Assume that X Ă cB a.s. for a constant c. Denote the right-
hand side of (3.5) by X˜ . Since hXpuq ď ess supHhXpuq for all u P Q
d
a.s., X Ă X˜ a.s. Assume that Y is any H-measurable closed convex
set containing X . We suppose without loss of generality that X Ă Y
on Ω and Y Ă cB, so that hY is continuous. Since hXpuq ď hY puq for
all u P Qd, and hY puq is H-measurable, ess supHhXpuq ď hY puq.
If the definition of X˜ is modified by replacing ess supHhXpuq for each
u P Qd on a negligible set with hY puq, then L
0pX˜,Hq does not change.
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We then suppose without loss of generality that ess supHhXpuq ď hY puq
on Ω for every u P Qd, so that X˜ Ă Y by the continuity of hY . Thus, X˜
is the smallest H-measurable random convex closed set that contains
X . If X is not necessarily bounded, consider Xn “ X X nB for n ě 1.
Then
MpX|Hq “ cl
ď
ně1
MpXn|Hq
is the smallest H-measurable random convex closed set that contains
X a.s. Indeed, if X Ă Y , then Xn Ă Y . Thus, MpXn|Hq Ă Y for all
n and finally MpX|Hq Ă Y . Therefore,
(3.6) MpX|Hq Ă
č
uPQd
tx : xu, xy ď ess supHhXpuqu.
Note that X ĂMpX|Hq implies that ess supHhXpuq ď hMpX|Hqpuq a.s.
Observe that ess supHhXpuq for each u P Q
d can be modified on an H-
measurable negligible set, so that the latter inequality holds everywhere
on Ω. By construction of MpX|Hq, for u P Qd,
hMpX|Hqpuq “ sup
ně1
ess supHhXnpuq ď ess supHhXpuq.
Hence hMpX|Hqpuq “ ess supHhXpuq for every u P Q
d.
If MpX|Hq is bounded a.s., hMpX|Hq is continuous, so that
ess supHhXpuq ď hMpX|Hqpuq, yields that the right-hand side of (3.6)
is contained in MpX|Hq, i.e. the equality holds. 
3.3. Conditional expectation. The following definition relies on the
concept of the generalised expectation discussed in Appendix B.
Definition 3.11. Let X be a random closed set and let H be a sub-
σ-algebra of F such that L1
H
pX,Fq ‰ H. The generalised conditional
expectation EgpX|Hq is the H-measurable random closed set such that
L0pEgpX|Hq,Hq “ cl0tE
gpξ|Hq : ξ P L1
H
pX,Fqu.
The generalised conditional expectation EgpΞ |Hq of a family Ξ Ă
L0pRd,Fq is defined as above by taking ξ P L1
H
pRd,Fq X Ξ ; this ap-
plies also to the case when Ξ is the family of selections of a non-closed
random set.
If L1pX,Fq ‰ H, then X is said to be integrable and its conditional
expectation EpX|Hq is the random closed set such that
L1pEpX|Hq,Hq “ cl1tEpξ|Hq : ξ P L
1pX,Fqu.
It is known [16] and [21, Th. 2.1.47] that hEpX|Hqpuq “ EphXpuq|Hq a.s.
for all u P Rd if X is a.s. convex.
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Lemma 3.12. If X is integrable, L0pEpX|Hq,Hq coincides with the
L0-closure of the set tEpξ|Hq : ξ P L1pX,Fqu.
Proof. By definition, Ξ “ tEpξ|Hq : ξ P L1pX,Fqu is included in
L0pEpX|Hq,Hq which is closed in L0 since EpX|Hq is a.s. closed.
Therefore, cl0Ξ Ă L
0pEpX|Hq,Hq. By Proposition 2.6, EpX|Hq “
cltξi, i ě 1u, where ξi P cl1Ξ for all i ě 1. Then tξi, i ě 1u Ă cl0Ξ , so
that L0pEpX|Hq,Hq Ă cl0Ξ by Lemma 2.4. 
Lemma 3.13. If X is an integrable random closed set, then EpX|Hq “
EgpX|Hq.
Proof. To show the non-trivial inclusion, consider ξ P L1
H
pX,Fq and
the corresponding partition pBiqiě1. If γ P L
1pX,Fq, then
E
gpξ|Hq “ lim
nÑ8
nÿ
i“1
”
Epξ1Bi |Hq1Bi ` Epγ|Hq1ΩzYiďnBi
ı
a.s.
Since ξ1Bi and γ are integrable and EpX|Hq is H-decomposable,
the sum under the limit belongs to EpX|Hq. Therefore, Egpξ|Hq P
cl0 L
0pEpX|Hq,Hq, where the latter set is closed in L0 by Lemma 3.12.
Thus, EgpX|Hq Ă EpX|Hq a.s. 
Lemma 3.14. Let X be a random closed set such that L1
H
pX,Fq ‰ H.
Then, for every ξ P L1
H
pX,Fq, X ´ ξ is integrable and
EgpX|Hq “ EpX ´ ξ|Hq ` Egpξ|Hq a.s.
Proof. Since X ´ ξ is integrable, EpX ´ ξ|Hq “ EgpX ´ ξ|Hq by
Lemma 3.13. Then
E
gpη|Hq “ Egpη ´ ξ|Hq ` Egpξ|Hq P EgpX ´ ξ|Hq ` Egpξ|Hq a.s.
for all η P L1
H
pX,Fq. Therefore, EgpX|Hq Ă EpX ´ ξ|Hq ` Egpξ|Hq
a.s. Since EgpX ´ ξ|Hq Ă EgpX|Hq ´ Egpξ|Hq, the reverse inclusion
follows. 
Lemma 3.15. Let X be a random closed set that contains 0 a.s. and
let Xn “ X X nB, n ě 1. Then
EpX|Hq “ cl
ď
ně1
EpXn|Hq a.s.
Proof. Denote the right-hand side by Y . Note that Y Ă EpX|Hq. To
confirm the reverse inclusion, let ξ “ Epη|Hq for η P L1pX,Fq. Then
ξ is the limit of Epηn|Hq in L
1, where ηn “ η1|η|ďn P L
1pXn,Fq. Since
Epηn|Hq P EpX
n|Hq a.s., ξ P Y a.s. and the conclusion follows. 
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Proposition 3.16. If X is a random closed convex set and L0pX,Hq ‰
H, then
(3.7) mpX|Hq Ă EgpX|Hq ĂMpX|Hq a.s.
Proof. Since L0pX,Hq ‰ H, we may replace X by X ´ ξ for ξ P
L0pX,Hq and so assume that 0 P X a.s. and EgpX|Hq “ EpX|Hq.
For γ P L0pmpX|Hq,Hq, γ “ Egpγ|Hq P EgpX|Hq a.s. The second
inclusion follows from Proposition 3.10 and Lemma 3.15. 
Corollary 3.17. If X is an H-measurable a.s. non-empty random
closed convex set, then EgpX|Hq “ X a.s.
While the conditional core is a superlinear set-valued functional of
random closed sets by (3.1), the conditional convex hull satisfies
MpX ` Y |Hq ĂMpX|Hq `MpY |Hq
and so is sublinear. The following result can be viewed as an analogue
of the representation of superlinear and sublinear functions as suprema
and infima of linear functions. Denote by Q the family of all probability
measures Q absolutely continuous with respect to P.
Proposition 3.18. Assume that L8pX,Hq ‰ H.
(i) MpX|Hq is the smallest H-measurable random closed convex set
a.s. containing EQpX|Hq for all Q P Q.
(ii) If X is a.s. bounded and convex, then mpX|Hq is the largest H-
measurable random closed set contained a.s. in EQpX|Hq for all
Q P Q.
Proof. (i) Assume that X contains the origin almost surely. Let Z be
any H-measurable random closed convex set containing EQpX|Hq for
all Q P Q. If X is a.s. bounded, then EQpX|Hq Ă Z a.s. implies
hMpX|Hqpuq ď hZpuq for all u P Q
d a.s. and then for all u P Rd by
the continuity of the support function. The result follows from The-
orem A.2 taking into account that the support function of X is a.s.
non-negative and the second part of Proposition 3.10.
If X is not necessarily bounded, let Xn “ X X nB and Zn “ Z X
nB for n ě 1. Since EQpX
n|Hq Ă Zn a.s. for all Q P Q, we have
MpXn|Hq Ă Zn a.s. Therefore, MpX|Hq “ cl
Ť
nMpX
n|Hq Ă Z a.s.
More generally, suppose there exists γ P L8pX,Hq. ThenX 1 “ X´γ
a.s. contains the origin, MpX 1|Hq “ MpX|Hq ´ γ, and EQpX
1|Hq “
EQpX|Hq ´ γ, so that the claim still holds.
(ii) Consider an H-measurable random convex closed set Z such
that Z Ă EQpX|Hq a.s. for all Q P Q. Then, hZpuq ď ess infHhXpuq by
Theorem A.2, for all u P Qd a.s. By Proposition 3.8, Z Ă mpX|Hq if
X is bounded. 
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3.4. Random cones. If K is a convex cone, then its positive dual
cone is defined by
K˚ “ tx P Rd : xx, yy ě 0 @y P Ku.
Proposition 3.19. Let K be a random convex closed cone in Rd.
Then both mpK|Hq and MpK|Hq are closed convex cones, mpK|Hq “
MpK˚|Hq˚, and EpK|Hq “MpK|Hq a.s.
Proof. The conical properties of the core and the convex hull are obvi-
ous. Since mpK|Hq Ă K,
K˚ ĂMpK˚|Hq Ă mpK|Hq˚
in view of the definition of MpK˚|Hq. Therefore, mpK|Hq Ă
MpK˚|Hq˚. The opposite inclusion follows from MpK˚|Hq˚ Ă
mpK|Hq Ă K by the definition of the H-core.
For the last statement, it suffices to show that EpK|Hq˚ “MpK|Hq˚,
equivalently EpK|Hq˚ “ mpK˚|Hq. Observe that γ P L1pEpK|Hq˚,Hq
if and only if ExEpk|Hq, γy ě 0 for all k P L1pK,Fq, i.e. Exk, γy ě 0 for
all k P L1pK,Fq, or equivalently γ P K˚ a.s., i.e. γ PmpK˚|Hq. 
Example 3.20 (Random cone in R2). Consider Y “ rSb, Sas for Sa, Sb P
L0pR`,Fq with S
b ď Sa a.s. and the cone K “ CpY q generated
by pSae1 ´ e2q and p´S
be1 ` e2q, where e1 “ p1, 0q and e2 “ p0, 1q
are the standard basis vectors in R2. In finance, it models solvent
positions for the bid-ask spread rSb, Sas. Note that K is the dual to
the cone Ytě0tp1 ˆ Y q. By Proposition 3.19, mpK|Hq “ CpMpY |Hqq
and MpK|Hq “ EpK|Hq “ CpmpY |Hqq.
4. Dynamic acceptance sets and selection risk measures
4.1. Definition and main properties. Let pΩ, pFtqt“0,...,T ,Pq be a
stochastic basis on a complete probability space such that F0 is the
trivial σ-algebra. Furthermore, let L
p
H
pRd,Fq denote the family of
random vectors ξ that can be decomposed as ξ “ ξ1 ` ξ2, where ξ1 P
L
p
H
pRd,Fq and ξ2 ě 0 a.s., see Appendix B. In the following, we mostly
endow random vectors with a subscript that indicates the σ-algebras
they are measurable with respect to.
Definition 4.1. Discrete time Lp-dynamic convex acceptance sets are
the family tCt,s, 0 ď t ď s ď T u, such that Ct,s Ă L
p
Ft
pRd,Fsq and the
following properties hold for all 0 ď t ď s ď T .
(i) Normalisation: Ct,s Ą L
0pRd`,Fsq, and Ct,s X L
0pRd´,Fsq “ t0u.
(ii) Integrability:
(4.1) Ct,s “ pCt,s X L
p
Ft
pRd,Fsqq ` L
0pRd`,Fsq.
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(iii) Closedness: Ct,sXL
p
Ft
pRd,FT q is closed with respect to the |||¨|||p,H-
norm if p P r1,8q and with respect to the Ft-bounded convergence
in probability if p “ 8.
(iv) Conditional convexity: for all αt P L
0pr0, 1s,Ftq, and η
1
s, η
2
s P Ct,s,
αtη
1
s ` p1´ αtqη
2
s P Ct,s.
(v) Weak time consistency: Ct,s X L
0pRd,Fuq “ Ct,u for all 0 ď t ď
u ď s ď T .
(vi) Compensation: if ξs P L
p
Ft
pRd,Fsq, then pξs`Ct,sqXL
0pRd,Ftq ‰
H, and pξs ` Ct,sq X L
ppRd,Ftq ‰ H if ξs P L
ppRd,Fsq.
It is convenient to let C´1,0 “ L
0pRd`,F0q. The integrability property
implies that Ct,s is an upper set, that is ηs P Ct,s and ηs ď η
1
s a.s. yield
η1s P Ct,s. In many cases, Ct,s is constructed as the Cartesian product of
acceptance sets in dimension one, see Remark 4.6.
Example 4.2 (Static convex risk measures). Consider the one-period
setting in one dimension with t “ 0, 1. If r is a convex Lp-risk measure
with p P r1,8q, then its acceptance set C0,1 X L
ppR,F1q is the family
of η1 P L
ppR,F1q such that rpη1q ď 0. It is known that the Fatou
property of r is equivalent to the closedness of the acceptance set, see
[18, Lemma 3.2]. The conditional convexity property of the acceptance
set is equivalent to the convexity property of the risk measure. The
compensation property corresponds to the finiteness of r.
Lemma 4.3. The sets L
p
Ft
pRd,Fsq and Ct,s are infinitely Ft-decomposable
for all 0 ď t ď s ď T .
Proof. Let ξis P L
p
Ft
pRd,Fsq, i ě 1, and let pB
i
tqiě1 be an Ft-measurable
partition. Note that ξs “
ř8
i“1 1Bitξ
i
s satisfies the equality
Ep}ξs}
p|Ftq “
8ÿ
i“1
Ep}ξis}
p|Ftq1Bit .
Then Ep}ξs}
p|Ftq ă 8 a.s., that is ξs P L
p
Ft
pRd,Fsq by Theorem B.2.
The conditional convexity property yields that Ct,s X L
p
Ft
pRd,Fsq is
Ft-decomposable. In particular, if η
i
s P Ct,s X L
p
Ft
pRd,Fsq, i ě 1, then
η¯ns “
nÿ
i“1
1Bitη
i
s ` η
1
s1ΩzYni“1B
i
t
P Ct,s.
Since η¯ns Ñ η¯s “
ř8
i“1 1Bitη
i
s in the ||| ¨ |||p,Ft-norm if p P r1,8q and
Ft-boundedly a.s. if p “ 8, we have η¯s P Ct,s X L
p
Ft
pRd,Fsq. By the
integrability property, Ct,s is also infinitely decomposable. 
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Definition 4.4. The family of acceptance sets is called
(i) coherent if αtηs P Ct,s for all t ď s, αt P L
0pr0,8q,Ftq, and
ηs P Ct,s;
(ii) dilatation monotonic if
Ct,s Ą tE
gpηT |Fsq : ηT P Ct,T X L
1
Ft
pRd,FT qu, 0 ď t ď s ď T.
The dilatation monotonicity yields that Egpηs|Ftq P L
0pRd`,Ftq for
all t ď s and ηs P Ct,s X L
1
Ft
pRd,Fsq. It is well known that static law
invariant convex risk measures on non-atomic probability spaces are
dilatation monotonic, see e.g. [4] and [10]. In an accompanying paper,
we show that this is also the case under the following condition.
Definition 4.5. The acceptance sets are said to be continuous from
below if, for all t ď s, and any sequence ξns P L
p
Ft
pRd,Fsq, n ě 1, such
that
ξns Ò ξs P Ct,s X L
p
Ft
pRd,Fsq a.s. as nÑ8
and |||ξns ´ ξs|||p,Ft Ñ 0, there exists a sequence γ
n
t P L
0pRd`,Ftq, n ě 1,
such that γnt ` ξ
n
s P Ct,s, γ
n
t Ó 0 a.s., and γ
1
t ď ´ess infFtξ
1
s in case
ess infFtξ
1
s is a.s. finite.
Remark 4.6. The acceptance sets can be defined using a convex dy-
namic Lp-risk measure prtqt“0,...,T , so that
ξs “ pξ
1
s , . . . , ξ
d
s q P Ct,s X L
p
Ft
pRd,Fsq
if and only if rtpξ
i
sq ď 0 for all i “ 1, . . . , d. The continuity from below
property holds if rt is lower semicontinuous in the ||| ¨ |||p,Ft-norm and
continuous from below, which is the case if p P r1,8q, rt is convex and
a.s. finite, see [26, Th. 4.1.4].
4.2. Dynamic selection risk measures. Let Ξ be an upper subset
of L0pRd,FT q, that is with each ξT P Ξ , the family Ξ also contains
all ξ1T P L
0pξ ` Rd`,FT q. The most important example of such family
is L0pX,FT q for an FT -measurable upper random set X in R
d, that
is X ` Rd` Ă X a.s. If X is also closed, then its centrally symmetric
version p´Xq is a set-valued portfolio in the terminology of [22].
Definition 4.7. Let Ξ Ă L0pRd,FT q be an upper set. For t ď s ď T ,
R0t,spΞq denotes the set of all γ P L
0pRd,Ftq such that γ ´ ξ P Ct,s for
some ξ P Ξ . The dynamic selection risk measure Rt,spΞq is the L
0-
closure of R0t,spΞq. If Ξ “ L
0pX,FT q for an upper random set X , we
write R0t,spXq and Rt,spXq instead of R
0
t,spΞq and Rt,spΞq.
Equivalently,
R0t,spΞq “ pΞ ` Ct,sq X L
0pRd,Ftq(4.2)
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Note that R0T,T pΞq “ Ξ , and R
0
t,upΞq Ă R
0
t,spΞq for all 0 ď t ď u ď s ď
T . If only portfolios from a random set Mt are allowed for compen-
sation at time t, like it is the case in [7], it is possible to modify the
definition by considering the intersection of pΞ ` Ct,sq with L
0pMt,Ftq.
In difference with [7], we include the solvency sets in the arguments of
the risk measures. This makes it possible to work with positions depen-
dent on solvency sets (e.g. exchange rates) and in many cases ensures
the law invariance property. In the static setting, the set R0,1pξ`R
d
`q is
called the regulator risk measure and R0,1pξ`K1q its market extension,
see [13].
The compensation property of acceptance sets guarantees that
R0t,spΞq is not empty if Ξ X L
p
Ft
pRd,Fsq ‰ H. The empty selection
risk measure corresponds to completely unacceptable positions. This
is the case, for instance, if Ξ X L0pRd,Fsq “ H or if the random set
set X is empty with a positive probability. For each s ě t, Lemma 4.3
yields that R0t,spΞq and Rt,spΞq are infinitely Ft-decomposable if Ξ is
infinitely Ft-decomposable. The selection risk measure is conditionally
convex, that is
R0t,spαtX ` p1´ αtqY q Ą αtR
0
t,spXq ` p1´ αtqR
0
t,spY q
for all αt P L
0pr0, 1s,Ftq, and the same holds for the closures. The
family Ξ is said to be acceptable for the time horizon s if 0 P R0t,spΞq,
that is ´Ξ contains an element from Ct,s.
Lemma 4.8. Let X be an FT -measurable random upper set.
(i) Rt,spXq is the family of selections of an Ft-measurable upper ran-
dom closed set in Rd that is also denoted by Rt,spXq.
(ii) If X is a.s. convex, then R0t,spXq is a.s. convex. If X is a cone
and the acceptance sets are coherent, then R0t,spXq is a cone.
(iii) If mpX|Ftq exists, then mpX|Ftq Ă R
0
t,spXq.
Proof. (i) By Lemma 4.3, Rt,spXq is the closure of an Ft-decomposable
family, and so Theorem 2.3 applies.
(ii) If γ1t , γ
2
t P R
0
t,spXq, then γ
i
t ´ ξ
i
s P Ct,s, i “ 1, 2, for ξ
1
s , ξ
2
s P
L0pX,Fsq. For any t P p0, 1q, the conditional convexity property yields
that tγ1t ` p1 ´ tqγ
2
t ´ ξs P Ct,s with ξs “ tξ
1
s ` p1 ´ tqξ
2
s P L
0pX,Fsq.
The conical property is trivial.
(iii) We have Rt,spXq Ą L
0pX,Ftq by (4.2). 
Remark 4.9. If the acceptance sets are dilatation monotonic and X is
a.s. convex, then Rt,spXq Ă E
gpX|Ftq for all t ď s.
Example 4.10. If X “ rξs,8q in R for ξs P L
p
Ft
pR,Fsq, then R
0
t,spXq “
Rt,spXq “ rrtp´ξsq,8q for a dynamic risk measure rt on L
p
Ft
pR,Fsq.
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Example 4.11. The entropic risk measure from [8, Sec. 3.2] can be also
used to define the entropic selection risk measure. It corresponds to
the choice p “ 8 and
Ct,s “ tξs P L
8
Ft
pRd`,Fsq : Epe
´ξs|Ftq ď 1u ` L
0pRd`,Fsq.
5. Hedging to acceptability
Let pKtqt“0,...,T be a sequence of random closed convex sets, such
that KtXR
d
´ “ t0u, Kt is an upper set, and Kt is Ft-measurable for all
t. The set Kt is interpreted as the set of all solvent positions at time
t expressed in physical units and is called a solvency set, see [17]. If
the solvency sets are cones, this model is well studied under the name
of Kabanov’s model; it describes the market subject to proportional
transaction costs, see [17, 25]. If the solvency sets are cones and the
acceptance sets are coherent, we talk about the coherent conical setting.
Let K0t be the largest Ft-measurable linear subspace contained in
Kt, that is
K0t “
č
c‰0
cKt “
č
cPQzt0u
cKt.
The solvency sets are said to be proper if K0t “ t0u and strictly proper
if K˜t “ Kt X p´Ktq “ t0u for all t “ 0, . . . , T . If Kt is a cone, then
K˜t “ K
0
t , while in general K
0
t “ Xc‰0cK˜t Ă K˜t. Since K˜t is convex
and centrally symmetric, Kt is proper if and only if K˜t is bounded.
Definition 5.1. An Ft-adapted sequence pVtqt“0,...,T is called an ac-
ceptable portfolio process if
(5.1) Vt´1 ´ Vt P L
0pKt,Ftq ` Ct´1,t, t “ 1, . . . , T.
By the definition of the selection risk measure, (5.1) is equivalent to
(5.2) Vt´1 P R
0
t´1,tpVt `Ktq, t “ 1, . . . , T.
Thus, paying transaction costs, it is possible to transform Vt´1´Vt into
an acceptable to the horizon t position. If the dilatation monotonicity
property is assumed, the acceptability can be equivalently defined for
later horizons.
The initial endowment for an acceptable portfolio process is any
V0´ P L
0pV0 ` K0,F0q, so that it is possible to convert V0´ into V0
paying the transaction costs. The endowment Vt´ at time t is defined
similarly.
The family of attainable positions at time s ą t is the family of
random vectors that may be obtained as Vs for acceptable portfolio
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processes starting from zero investment at time t. By (5.1), the family
of attainable positions is given by
At,s “
sÿ
u“t
L
0p´Ku,Fuq ´
s´1ÿ
u“t
Cu,u`1.
Let A
p
t,s denote the closure of A
p
t,s “ At,s X L
ppRd,FT q in L
p for p ă 8
and in the Ft-bounded convergence in probability for p “ 8.
Let ξ P L0pRd,FT q be a terminal claim (or payoff). The hedging
to acceptability aims to come up with an acceptable portfolio pro-
cess pVtqt“0,...,T that guarantees paying ξ in the sense that the terminal
wealth VT belongs to Ξ
ξ
T “ L
0pXξT ,FT q, the family of selections of the
random closed set XξT “ ξ `KT . Define recursively
(5.3) Ξξt “ L
0pKt,Ftq ` R
0
t,t`1pΞ
ξ
t`1q, t “ T ´ 1, . . . , 0.
If ξ “ ξ1´ξ2 for ξ1 P LppRd,FT q and ξ
2 P L0pRd`,FT q, the compensation
property of acceptance sets ensures that Ξξt is not empty for all t. The
family Ξξt describes the superhedging prices for ξ and so may serve as
a conditionally convex risk measure of ξ.
In order to handle the asymptotic setting, let ΞˆξT “ Ξ
ξ
T , and
(5.4) Ξˆξt “ L
0pKt,Ftq ` Rt,t`1pΞ
ξ
t`1q, t “ T ´ 1, . . . , 0.
Note that Ξξt Ă Ξˆ
ξ
t Ă cl0pΞ
ξ
t q, whence cl0pΞˆ
ξ
t q “ cl0pΞ
ξ
t q for all t.
Lemma 5.2. (i) The families R0t,spΞ
ξ
s q and Rt,spΞ
ξ
s q are convex and
infinitely Ft-decomposable for all 0 ď t ď s ď T .
(ii) For each t ď T , there exists a (possibly non-closed) random set
X
ξ
t such that Ξˆ
ξ
t “ L
0pXξt ,Ftq.
(iii) For any t ď T , the family of all initial endowments Vt´ at time
t allowing to start an acceptable portfolio process pVsqtďsďT such
that VT P L
0pξ `KT ,FT q a.s. coincides with Ξ
ξ
t and
(5.5) Ξξt “ p´At,T ` ξq X L
0pRd,Ftq.
(iv) If KT is a cone, then Ξ
ξ
t Ă Ξ
0
t for any ξ P L
0pKT ,FT q.
Proof. (i) The infinite decomposability follows by induction and using
the infinite Ft-decomposability and the conditional convexity of accep-
tance sets. Similar arguments apply for Ξˆξt .
(ii) The existence of Xξt is trivial for t “ T . Suppose that it holds at
time t. The result for t´ 1 follows from the induction assumption and
(5.4) by Lemma 2.8.
(iii) follows from the fact that pγT ` At,T q X pξ ` KT q ‰ H if and
only if γT P p´At,T ` ξq.
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(iv) follows from (iii) by choosing kT “ ξ ` k˜T P L
0pKT ,FT q for
k˜T P KT a.s. 
Example 5.3. If Kt “ R
d
` a.s. for all t (which is always the case if
d “ 1), then an acceptable portfolio process satisfies Vt´1 ´ Vt P Ct´1,t
for all t “ 1, . . . , T . Then
Ξ
ξ
t “ pξ `
T´1ÿ
s“t
Cs,s`1q X L
0pRd,Ftq.
If ξ “ 0 a.s., since Ct´1,t X L
0pRd,Ft´1q “ L
0pRd`,Ft´1q for all t ě 1,
the induction argument yields that Ξ0t “ L
0pRd`,Ftq. In this setting,
R0t,spΞq is called a regulator risk measure in [13]; it only takes into
account the acceptability requirement and disregards any trading op-
portunities between the components.
6. Risk arbitrage
Example 1.1 shows that in some cases it is possible to release infinite
capital from a zero position without compromising the acceptability
criterion. In order to introduce the no risk arbitrage properties, con-
sider zero payoff ξ “ 0 and so work with families Ξ0t . By (5.5),
(6.1) Ξ0t “ p´At,T q X L
0pRd,Ftq.
Definition 6.1. The multiperiod model satisfies
pSNRq (strict no risk arbitrage) if Ξˆ0t X L
0p´Kt,Ftq Ă L
0pK0t ,Ftq for
all t “ 0, . . . , T ;
pNRAq (no risk arbitrage) if Ξ0t XL
0pRd´,Ftq “ t0u for all t “ 0, . . . , T ;
pNARAq (no asymptotic risk arbitrage) if pcl0Ξ
0
t qXL
0pRd´,Ftq “ t0u for
all t “ 0, . . . , T ;
pNRA2q (no risk arbitrage opportunity of the second kind) if pηt`At,T qX
L0pKT ,FT q ‰ H for any t “ 0, . . . , T and ηt P L
0pRd`,Ftq yields
ηt P L
0pKt,Ftq ` Ct´1,t;
pSNARq (strong no risk arbitrage) if
řT
t“0pkt`ηtq “ 0 for kt P L
0pKt,Ftq
and ηt P Ct´1,t implies that kt P L
0pK0t ,Ftq and ηt “ 0 a.s. for
all t.
It is obvious that pNARAq is stronger than pNRAq. By (6.1), pNRAq
condition is equivalent to At,T XL
0pRd`,Ftq “ t0u for all t. Conditions
pSNRq and pNRAq are violated in Example 1.1. If Kt “ R
d
` a.s. for
all t, then Ξ0t “ L
0pRd`,Ftq, see Example 5.3, so that all no arbitrage
conditions are satisfied.
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Lemma 6.2. pSNRq implies that
Rt,t`1pΞ
0
t`1q X L
0p´Kt,Ftq Ă L
0pK0t ,Ftq
for all t “ 0, . . . , T ´ 1. The reverse implication holds if the solvency
sets are strictly proper.
Proof. DenoteM “ Rt,t`1pΞ
0
t`1q, A “ L
0pKt,Ftq, and B “ L
0pK0t ,Ftq.
It is immediate to check that M X p´Aq Ă B if pM ` Aq X p´Aq Ă B
and only if in case A X p´Aq “ t0u. For the reverse implication, if
x P pM ` Aq X p´Aq, then x “ m ` a1 “ ´a2, where m P M and
a1, a2 P A. Therefore, m{2 P M X p´Aq Ă B. Then x{2 P A X p´Aq,
so that x P B “ A X p´Aq “ t0u if K is strictly proper. 
Lemma 6.3. Assume that the acceptance sets are strictly proper, that
is Ct,sXp´Ct,sq consists of all random vectors that equal 0 almost surely.
(i) If K0t “ K˜t for all t, pSNARq implies
A0,t X pL
0pKt,Ftq ` Ct´1,tq Ă L
0pK0t ,Ftq, t “ 0, . . . , T,(6.2)
At,T X pL
0pKt,Ftq ` Ct´1,tq Ă L
0pK0t ,Ftq, t “ 0, . . . , T.(6.3)
(ii) If the solvency sets are strictly proper and
(6.4) L0p´Kt,Ftq X Ct´1,t “ t0u, t “ 0, . . . , T,
then each of the conditions (6.2), (6.3) implies pSNARq.
Proof. (i) Motivated by [17, Lemma 3.2.7], assume that
´k0 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ kt ´ η0 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ ηt “ gt ` ζt P pL
0pKt,Ftq ` Ct´1,tq
with ks P L
0pKs,Fsq, ηs P Cs´1,s, s “ 0, . . . , t, gt P L
0pKt,Ftq, and
ζt P Ct´1,t. Since pηt ` ζtq{2 P Ct´1,t by convexity and
´k0{2 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ kt´1{2´ pkt ` gtq{2´ η0{2´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ pηt ` ζtq{2 “ 0,
we have pkt ` gtq{2 P K
0
t and pηt ` ζtq{2 “ 0 by pSNARq. The strict
properness of the acceptance sets yields that ηt “ ζt “ 0. Furthermore,
1
2
gt P ´
1
2
kt `
1
2
K0t Ă ´Kt, so that gt P K
0
t , i.e. (6.2) holds.
Property (6.3) is similarly derived from pSNARq.
(ii) In order to show that (6.2) implies pSNARq, proceed by induction
as in [17, Lemma 3.2.13]. Let ´k0´ ¨ ¨ ¨´ kT ´ η0´ ¨ ¨ ¨´ ηT “ 0. Then
kT ` ηT “
T´1ÿ
s“0
p´ks ´ ηsq P A0,T´1 Ă A0,T .
By (6.2), kT ` ηT P L
0pK0T ,FT q. Since kT ` ηT is FT´1-measurable
and the solvency sets are strictly proper, kT ` ηT P L
0pK0T´1,FT´1q.
Therefore, kT ` ηT can be merged with kT´1 and then the induction
proceeds with T ´ 1 instead of T .
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To show that (6.3) implies pSNARq, proceed by induction starting
from time zero. Since
k0 ` η0 “
Tÿ
s“1
p´ks ´ ηsq P A1,T Ă A0,T ,
(6.3) yields k0 ` η0 “ 0 and (6.4) implies k0 “ η0 “ 0. 
Condition (6.4) can be viewed as a consistency requirement between
the acceptance sets and solvency sets, namely, that ´Kt does not con-
tain any acceptable non-trivial selection.
Theorem 6.4. If the solvency sets are proper, then pSNRq implies
pNARAq and the closedness of Ξˆ0t in L
0 for all t “ 0, . . . , T .
Proof. Denote M “ Rt,t`1pΞ
0
t`1q. Recall that cl0 Ξˆ
0
t “ cl0Ξ
0
t . Assume
that knt ` γ
n
t Ñ ζt P L
0pRd´,Ftq a.s. for k
n
t P L
0pKt,Ftq and γ
n
t P M
such that knt ` γ
n
t P Ξˆ
0
t , n ě 1. Since M is L
0-closed and convex, we
may assume by [17, Lemma 2.1.2] that knt Ñ kt P L
0pKt,Ftq on the set
A “ tlim infn }k
n
t } ă 8u. Hence γ
n
t Ñ γt PM , so that
γt “ ζt ´ kt PM X L
0p´Kt,Ftq Ă L
0pK0t ,Ftq.
Thus, γt P K
0
t and ζt{2 “ γt{2`kt{2 P Kt. Hence, ζt{2 P R
d
´XKt “ t0u
and ζt “ 0.
If PpΩzAq ą 0, assume that knt “ γ
n
t “ ζt “ 0 on A by Ft-
decomposability, and use the standard normalisation procedure, i.e.
divide knt , γ
n
t , ζt by p1 ` }k
n
t }q. Arguing as previously, we obtain
kt P L
0pKt,Ftq such that }kt} “ 1 on ΩzA. Since 0 P M , we
have γt P M by conditional convexity. Moreover, kt ` γt “ 0 since
ζt{p1 ` }k
n
t }q Ñ 0. Then γt ‰ 0 belongs to M X L
0p´Kt,Ftq “ t0u,
which is a contradiction in view of Lemma 6.2.
This argument also yields the closedness of Ξˆ0t “ L
0pKt,Ftq`M . 
The first part of the following result shows that pNRAq is similar
to the weak no arbitrage property NAw of Kabanov’s model, see [17,
Sec. 3.2.1].
Proposition 6.5. Suppose that Rd`zt0u Ă intKt a.s. for all t. Then
pNRAq and each of the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) R0t,t`1pΞ
0
t`1q X L
0p´Kt,Ftq Ă L
0p´BKt,Ftq for all t.
(ii) Ξˆ0t X L
0pRd´,Ftq “ t0u for all t.
Proof. (i) Consider xt “ γt ` kt for γt P M “ R
0
t,t`1pΞ
0
t`1q and kt P
L0pKt,Ftq. Assume that xt is non-trivial and xt P L
0pRd´,Ftq. Hence
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γt{2 “ xt{2´kt{2 P L
0p´Kt,Ftq and γt{2 P ´ intKt on txt ‰ 0u, since
intKt contains R
d
`zt0u, contrary to the assumption.
Consider any xt P M X L
0p´Kt,Ftq such that xt “ ´kt for kt P
L0pKt,Ftq such that Ppkt P intKtq ą 0. By a measurable selection
argument, kt ` γt P L
0pKt,Ftq for some γt P L
0pRd´,Ftqzt0u. Thus,
xt ` kt ` γt “ γt P pM ` L
0pKt,Ftqq X L
0pRd´,Ftq,
contrary to pNRAq.
(ii) It suffices to show that pNRAq implies (ii). Assume that kt P
L0pKt,Ftq and γt P Rt,t`1pΞ
0
t`1q are such that kt ` γt P R
d
´ a.s. and
kt ` γt ‰ 0 with a positive probability. Since kt{2 ` R
d
` Ă ptkt{2u Y
intKtq a.s., the set pintKt`Rt,t`1pΞ
0
t`1qq has a non-trivial intersection
with Rd´ with a positive probability. By Proposition 2.5 with X “
intKt and Ξ “ R
0
t,t`1pΞ
0
t`1q, the set pintKt ` R
0
t,t`1pΞ
0
t`1qq has a non-
trivial intersection with Rd´ with a positive probability, contrary to
pNRAq. 
Theorem 6.6. Assume that the acceptance sets are continuous from
below. Let p P r1,8s.
(i) pNARAq is equivalent to
(6.5) A
p
t,T X L
0pRd`,Ftq “ t0u, t “ 0, . . . , T ´ 1.
(ii) If the solvency sets are proper, then pSNRq is equivalent to
(6.6) A
p
t,T X L
0pKt,Ftq “ t0u, t “ 0, . . . , T ´ 1.
Proof. (i) Given (6.1), it suffices to show that pNARAq is equivalent to
(6.7) clppΞ
0
t X L
ppRd,Ftqq X L
0pRd´,Ftq “ t0u, t “ 0, . . . , T ´ 1.
Assume (6.7) and consider xt P pcl0Ξ
0
t q X L
0pRd´,Ftq. Then x
n
t Ñ xt
a.s. for xnt P Ξ
0
t , n ě 1. Hence,
xnt 1}xnt }ďm`11}xt}ďm Ñ xt1}xt}ďm as nÑ 8
for all m ě 1, where xnt 1}xnt }ďm`11}xt}ďm P Ξ
0
t by decomposability and
since 0 P Ξ0t . The dominated convergence theorem yields that xt1}xt}ďm
belongs to clppΞ
0
t X L
pq X L0pRd´,Ftq “ t0u. Letting m Ñ 8 yields
xt “ 0, i.e. pNARAq holds.
Reciprocally, assume pNARAq. Consider a sequence pV nt,T qně1 from
A
p
t,T which converges in L
p to z`t P L
0pRd`,Ftq. Passing to a subse-
quence, assume that V nt,T Ñ z
`
t in L
p
Ft
and a.s. Then
γnt “ pV
n
t,T ´ z
`
t q1}V n
t,T
}ď}z`t }`1
Ñ 0 in Lp
Ft
and a.s.
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The same fact holds for the Ft-bounded increasing sequence γ˜
n
t “
infměn γ
n
t , where the infimum is taken componentwise. Observe that
γ˜nt “ γ
n
t ´ ε
n
T with ε
n
T P L
0pRd`,FT q, n ě 1. Therefore, if we define
V˜ nt,T “ V
n
t,T1}V n
t,T
}ď}z`t }`1
´ εnT ,
then
γ˜nt “ pV˜
n
t,T ´ z
`
t q1}V n
t,T
}ď}z`t }`1
is the terminal value of a portfolio process. Note that γ˜1t ě ´ct1, where
ct “ }z
`
t } ` 1. By the continuity from above, since 0 P CT´1,T , there
exists a decreasing sequence ζnT´1 P L
0pRd,FT´1q which converges a.s.
to 0 and such that ηnT “ γ˜
n ` ζnT´1 P CT´1,T for all n. In view of
Definition 4.5, assume that ζnT´1 ď ct1, for all n, so that ζ
n
T´1 Ñ 0
in Lp
FT´2
if T ´ 2 ě t. Since 0 P CT´2,T´1 and ´ζ
n
T´1 Ò 0 in L
p
FT´2
,
the continuity from above property yields the existence of a decreasing
sequence ζnT´2 P L
0pRd,FT´2q which converges a.s. to 0 and such that
ηnT´1 “ ´ζ
n
T´1 ` ζ
n
T´2 P CT´2,T´1 for all n. Moreover, ζ
n
T´2 ď ct1, so
that ζnT´1 Ñ 0 in L
p
FT´3
if T ´ 3 ě t. Therefore, we may reiterate
the construction and find ζnT´3, . . . , ζ
n
t such that ζ
n
t Ñ 0 a.s. Then
ηnu`1 “ ´ζ
n
u`1`ζ
n
u P Cu,u`1 if t ď u ď T´2. Since γ˜
n
t `ζ
n
t “
řT´1
u“t η
n
u`1,
γ˜nt ` ζ
n
t P Ct,t`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` CT´1,T .
Notice that
1
2
p´z`t 1}V n
t,T
}ď}z`t }`1
` ζnt q “ ´
1
2
V˜ nt,T `
1
2
pγ˜nt ` ζ
n
t q.
By convexity,
1
2
p´z`t 1}V n
t,T
}ď}z`t }`1
` ζnt q P Ξ
0
t .
Letting n Ñ 8 yields that ´1
2
z`t P pcl0Ξ
0
t q X L
0p´Rd`,Ftq, so that
z`t “ 0 by pNARAq. Thus, (6.5) and (6.5) hold.
(ii) Recall that Ξˆ0t “ cl0pΞˆ
0
t q “ cl0pΞ
0
t q by Theorem 6.4. Following
the arguments from (i), we obtain that pSNRq is equivalent to
(6.8) clppΞ
0
t X L
ppRd,Ftqq X L
pp´Kt,Ftq “ t0u, t “ 0, . . . , T ´ 1.
In view of (6.1), clppΞ
0
t X L
pq Ă ´A
p
t,T . Therefore, (6.6) implies (6.8)
and pSNRq holds.
Reciprocally, assume pSNRq. Consider a sequence pV nt,T qně1 from
A
p
t,T which converges in L
p to kt P L
0pKt,Ftq and follow the proof of
(i) with kt instead of z
`
t . 
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Theorem 6.7. If the solvency sets are proper and the acceptance sets
are continuous from below, then pSNRq yields that Ξˆξt is closed in L
0
for all t and any ξ P LppRd,FT q, so that Ξˆ
ξ
t “ L
0pXξt ,Ftq for random
closed sets Xξt , t “ 0, . . . , T .
Proof. Assume that knt ` γ
n
t Ñ ζt P L
0pRd,Ftq a.s. for k
n
t P L
0pKt,Ftq
and γnt P M “ Rt,t`1pΞ
ξ
t`1q such that k
n
t ` γ
n
t P Ξˆ
0
t . Since M is L
0-
closed and convex, we may assume by [17, Lemma 2.1.2] that knt Ñ kt P
L0pKt,Ftq on the set A “ tlim infn }k
n
t } ă 8u. Hence, γ
n
t Ñ γt P M ,
so that ζt “ kt ` γt P Ξˆ
ξ
t .
If PpΩzAq ą 0, assume that knt “ γ
n
t “ ζt “ 0 on A by Ft-
decomposability, and use the normalisation procedure, i.e. obtain k˜nt
and γ˜nt by scaling k
n
t and γ
n
t with c
n
t “ p1 ` }k
n
t }q
´1. We may as-
sume that }γ˜nt } ď 2, since c
n
t ζt Ñ 0, so that k˜
n
t ` γ˜
n
t Ñ 0. Arguing
as previously, k˜nt Ñ k˜t P L
0pKt,Ftq in L
p, and }k˜t} “ 1 on ΩzA.
Therefore, γ˜nt Ñ γ˜t “ ´k˜t in L
p, so that k˜t ` γ˜t “ 0. Notice that
M “ cl0
`
p´At`1,T ` ξq X L
0pRd,Ftq
˘
. By convexity,
γ˜nt P cl0p´At`1,T ` c
n
t ξq X L
0pRd,Ftq.
Since }γ˜nt } ď 2, assume without loss of generality that γ˜
n
t P
clpp´At`1,T ` c
n
t ξq. To see this, it suffices to multiply the sequence
pγ¯mt qmě1 approximating γ˜
n
t by 1}γ¯mt }ď3. Letting n Ñ 8, (6.6) yields
that
´γ˜t P A
p
t,T X L
0pKt,Ftq “ t0u.
Thus, γt “ 0, so that PpΩzAq “ 0 and the conclusion follows. 
Lemma 6.8. pNRA2q is equivalent to
(6.9) Ξξt Ă L
0pKt,Ftq ` Ct´1,t, t “ 0, . . . , T,
for any ξ P L0pKT ,FT q. If (6.4) holds, then pNRA2q implies pNARAq.
Proof. Note that pηt ` At,T q intersects L
0pKT ,FT q if and only if
ηt P p´At,T ` L
0pKT ,FT qq X L
0pRd,Ftq,
that is ηt P Ξ
ξ
t for some ξ “ kT P L
0pKT ,FT q. 
Definition 6.9. Assume that the solvency sets are conical. For t ď T ,
an adapted process Z “ pZsqs“t,...,T is a q-integrable t-weakly consistent
price system if it is a Q-martingale for Q „ P such that Zs is a q-
integrable under Q, Fs-measurable selection of K
˚
s for every s ě t and
EQpZT |Ftq P K
˚
t zt0u. We denote by M
q,w
t,T pQq the set all q-integrable
t-weakly consistent price systems under Q, where q P r1,8s.
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Theorem 6.10. Assume the coherent conical setting and that the sol-
vency sets are continuous from below. Let q be the conjugate of p that
stems from the definition of the acceptance sets.
(i) pNARAq is equivalent to the fact that, for each t, there exists
Z PMq,wt,T pPq such that
(6.10) ExZu, ηuy ě 0 for all ηu P Cu´1,u, u “ t ` 1, . . . , T.
(ii) If intK˚t ‰ H a.s. for all t, then pSNRq is equivalent to the fact
that, for each t, there exists Z P Mq,wt,T pPq such that (6.10) holds
and Zt P L
0pintK˚t ,Ftq.
Proof. (i) The existence of Z P Mq,wt,T pPq such that ExZt, ηy ě 0 for all
η P Ct,t`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` CT´1,T is a direct consequence of the Hahn–Banach
separation theorem and Theorem 6.6(i).
Reciprocally, for each t, assume the existence of Z P Mq,wt,T pPq and
consider xT P A
p
t,T . Then
xT “ ´kt ´ pkt`1 ` ηt`1q ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ pkT ` ηT q,
where ηs P Cs´1,s and ks P L
0pKs,Fsq for s ě t. Since ηs “ η
1
s ` η
2
s ,
where η1s P Cs´1,s X L
p
Fs´1
pRd,Fsq and η
2
s P L
0pRd`,Fsq, we may merge
η2s and ks and suppose without loss of generality that ηs “ η
1
s.
Using the backward induction on t ď T , we show that ExZT , xT y ď 0.
If xT “ ´kT´1 ´ kT ´ ηT , this is trivial. Since ηt`1, kt P L
p
Ft
pRd,Ft`1q,
there exists a partition pBitqiě1 from Ft such that ηt`11Bit , kt1Bit P
LppRd,Ftq for all i ě 1. Then
xit`1 “ p´kt`1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ kT ´ ηt`2 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ ηT q1Bit P A
p
t`1,T , i ě 1.
Moreover,
ExZT , xT y “
8ÿ
i“1
ExZT , x
i
t`1y `
8ÿ
i“1
ExZT ,´kt1Bity ` ExZt,´ηt`1y1Bit ,
“
8ÿ
i“1
ExZT , x
i
t`1y `
8ÿ
i“1
ExZt,´kt1Bity ` ExZt`1,´ηt`11Bity
ď
8ÿ
i“1
ExZT , x
i
t`1y.
The induction hypothesis yields that ExZT , x
i
t`1y ď 0. Hence,
ExZT , xT y ď 0. Therefore, ExZT , xT y ď 0 for all xT P A
p
t,T . In
particular, if xT “ xt P L
0pRd`,Ftq, then ExZt, xty ď 0 and finally
ExZt, xty “ 0. Since Zt P intR
d
`, we have xT “ 0, i.e. pNARAq holds
by Theorem 6.6(i).
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(ii) We follow the proof of (i) using the Hahn-Banach theorem and
following the arguments of [19, Th. 4.1] in order to construct Z P
M
q,w
t,T pPq such that Zt P L
0pintK˚t ,Ftq. 
7. Conditional core as risk measure
Assume that Ct,s “ L
0pRd`,Fsq for all 0 ď t ď s ď T and p “ 8, so
that R0t,spΞq “ Ξ X L
0pRd,Ftq for any upper set Ξ Ă L
0pRd,Fsq. If X
is an upper random closed set, then
R0t,spXq “ Rt,spXq “ mpX|Ftq,
that is the dynamic selection risk measure is the conditional core. An
acceptable portfolio process is characterised by Vt´1 ´ Vt P Kt a.s. for
t “ 1, . . . , T . Then
(7.1) At,s “
sÿ
u“t
L0p´Ku,Fuq, t ď s,
is the set of claims attainable at time s starting from zero endowment
at time t. This expression is well known in the theory of markets with
transaction costs [17].
Consider the claim ξ and the sets Ξξt and Ξˆ
ξ
t defined in Section 5.
Note that Ξξt is the set of superhedging prices that was used in [20] to
define a risk measure of ξ.
All no risk arbitrage conditions in this section are understood with
respect to the conditional core taken as the risk measure, and so with
the attainable sets of claims given by (7.1). The classical no arbitrage
condition pNAsq (no strict arbitrage opportunity at any time), see [17,
Sec. 3.1.4], then becomes (6.2). pSNAq (strong no arbitrage), see Con-
dition (iii) in [17, Sec. 3.2.2], has the same formulation as pSNARq for
the chosen acceptance sets.
Theorem 7.1. Suppose that the solvency sets pKtqt“0,...,T are strictly
proper. Then pSNRq, pNAsq and pSNAq are all equivalent and are also
equivalent to each of the following conditions.
(i) A
p
t,T X L
0pKt,Ftq “ t0u, for all t ď T ´ 1.
(ii) At,T is closed in L
0 and At,T XL
0pKt,Ftq “ t0u, for all t ď T ´1.
Proof. pSNRq is equivalent to (i) by Theorem 6.6(ii). The equivalence
of pNAsq and pSNAq follows from Lemma 6.3 given that (6.4) trivially
holds.
The implication (i)ñ(ii) is simple to show by induction. First, AT,T
is closed. Assume that ´knt ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ k
n
T Ñ ξ a.s. for k
n
u P L
0pKu,Fuq,
u ě t. On the set tlim infn }k
n
t } “ 8u, we use the normalisation
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procedure to arrive at a contradiction with (i). Otherwise, suppose
that ´knt Ñ ´kt P ´Kt, so that we may use the induction hypothesis
to conclude.
In order to derive the closedness of At,r under pSNAq, it suffices to
follow the proof of [17, Lemma 3.2.8]. Indeed, since K0t is a linear
space, the recession cone
K8t “
č
αą0
αKt “ tx P R
d : Kt ` αx Ă Kt @α ą 0u.
satisfies K0t Ă K
8
t , see [23]. Therefore, kt ` αx P Kt for all kt P
Kt, x P K
0
t , and all α P R. Furthermore, pSNAq trivially implies
At,T X L
0pKt,Ftq “ t0u for all t.
In order to show that (ii) implies pNAsq, assume
´k0 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ kt “ k˜t P A0,t X L
0pKt,Ftq.
Then k0 P A0,T X L
0pK0,F0q, i.e. k0 “ 0 by (ii). Similarly, k1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “
kt´1 “ 0, so that ´kt “ k˜t “ 0, since Kt is strictly proper. Thus, pNA
sq
holds.
At last, pNAsq yields pSNAq, so that At,T is closed in L
0. Finally,
pSNAq yields (6.3) and so At,T XL
0pKt,Ftq “ t0u, that is (i) holds. 
pNA2q (no arbitrage opportunity of the second kind) from [24] and
[17, p. 135] has the same formulation as pNRA2q.
Lemma 7.2. Assume that the solvency sets are cones.
(i) pNA2q is equivalent to Ξ0t “ L
0pKt,Ftq for all t ď T .
(ii) pNA2q is equivalent to
(7.2) mpKt|Ft´1q Ă Kt´1, t “ 1, . . . , T.
(iii) If the solvency sets are strictly proper, then pNA2q implies pSNRq.
Proof. (i) By Lemma 6.8 and Lemma 5.2(iv), Ξ0t “ L
0pKt,Ftq yields
(6.9), and so implies pNA2q. In the other direction, pNA2q yields that
Ξ0t Ă L
0pKt,Ftq`Ct´1,t, while (5.3) and the choice of Ct´1,t yields that
Ξ0t Ą L
0pKt,Ftq.
(ii) If Ξ0t Ă L
0pKt,Ftq, then
Ξ0t`1 X L
0pRd,Ftq Ă L
0pKt,Ftq
for all t by (5.3). Since L0pKt`1,Ft`1q Ă Ξ
0
t`1, we obtain (7.2).
If (7.2) holds, then
Ξ0T´1 “ L
0pKT´1,FT´1q `mpKT |FT´1q Ă L
0pKT´1,FT´1q.
Assume that Ξ0s Ă L
0pKs,Fsq for s “ t` 1, . . . , T . Then
Ξ0t “ L
0pKt,Ftq ` pΞ
0
t`1 X L
0pRd,Ftqq
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Ă L0pKt,Ftq `mpKt`1|Ftq Ă L
0pKt,Ftq.
The proof is finished by the induction argument.
(iii) Since Ξ0t is closed in probability under pNRA2q, Ξ
0
t “ Ξˆ
0
t and
pSNRq means that L0pKt,Ftq X L
0p´Kt,Ftq “ t0u, which is the case
if the solvency sets are strictly proper. 
For conical solvency sets satisfying mpK0t |Ft´1q Ă K
0
t´1, t ď T , in
particular, for strictly proper ones, pNAsq is equivalent to the existence
of a Q-martingale evolving in the relative interior of pK˚t qt“0,...,T for a
probability measure Q equivalent to P, see [17, Theorem 3.2.2]. Such
a martingale is called a strictly consistent price system. If intK˚t ‰ for
all t, this result follows from Theorem 6.10(ii).
Note that ΞξT “ L
0pXξT ,FT q with XT “ ξ ` KT , and Ξ
ξ
T´1 “
L0pXξT´1,FT´1q is the family of selections for a possibly non-closed
random set XξT´1 “ KT´1 ` mpX
ξ
T |FT´1q. One needs additional as-
sumptions of the no arbitrage type in order to extend this interpretation
for Ξξt with t ď T ´ 2. Precisely the sum above should be closed, so
that mpXξt |Ft´1q exists for t ď T ´ 1, which makes it possible to apply
Lemma 2.8.
Theorem 7.3. Assume that the solvency sets are strictly proper and
pNAsq holds. Then Ξξt “ L
0pXξt ,Ftq, where X
ξ
t is a Ft-measurable
random closed convex set, t “ 0, . . . , T , such that XξT “ ξ `KT , and
(7.3) Xξt “ Kt `mpX
ξ
t`1|Ftq, t “ T ´ 1, . . . , 0.
Proof. It suffices to confirm the statement for t “ T ´ 1 and then use
the induction. Indeed, by Theorem 7.1, pNAsq is equivalent to pSNRq so
that Theorem 6.7 applies. Since Ξξt is Ft-decomposable, Corollary 2.3
yields the existence of an FT´1-measurable closed set X
ξ
T´1 such that
Ξ
ξ
T´1 “ L
0pXξT´1,FT´1q. Since X
ξ
T is closed,
Ξ
ξ
T´1 “ L
0pKT´1,FT´1q ` L
0pmpXξT |FT´1q,FT´1q,
“ L0pKT´1 `mpX
ξ
T |FT´1q,FT´1q
“ L0pXξT´1,FT´1q,
is a random set by Lemma 2.8. 
Proposition 7.4. Suppose that the solvency sets are strictly proper.
Then pNAsq holds if and only if Ξ0t “ L
0pX0t ,Ftq for random closed
sets pX0t qt“0,...,T such that X
0
t X p´Ktq “ t0u a.s. for all t. In the
conical case, the latter condition is equivalent to intpX0t q
˚ ‰ H for all
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t, and, under pNAsq,
(7.4) At,T “
Tÿ
s“t
L0p´X0s ,Fsq, 0 ď t ď T,
where X0t is a strictly proper random closed convex cone for all t.
Proof. Assume pNAsq, so that Theorem 7.3 applies. Let ´gt P L
0pX0t X
p´Ktq,Ftq. Then gt P Kt a.s., and there exist ku P L
0pKu,Ftq, u “
t, . . . , T , and g˜T P L
0pKT ,FT q, such that ´gt´kt´kt`1´¨ ¨ ¨´kT “ g˜T .
Since pSNAq holds, gt ` kt “ 0, and gt “ 0. The reverse implication
is trivial. In the conical case, since Kt `Kt “ Kt for all t ď T , (7.4)
follows from the inclusions
Kt Ă X
0
t Ă Kt ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `KT , t ď T.
Note that X0T “ KT is strictly proper by assumption. Since
X0t´1 “ Kt´1 `mpX
0
t |Ft´1q Ă Kt´1 `X
0
t ,
the induction argument yields that X0t Ă Kt ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `KT . Since pSNAq
holds under pNAsq, X0t is strictly proper for all t.
By [17, Lemma 5.1.2], pNAsq holds if and only if Ξ0t is closed and
Ξ0t “ L
0pX0t ,Ftq with
intK˚t X intpX
0
t q
˚ “ intK˚t X intmpX
0
t`1|Ftq
˚ ‰ H, t ď T.
Finally, observe that
intK˚t X intmpX
0
t`1|Ftq
˚ “ intK˚t XmpX
0
t`1|Ftq
˚ “ intpX0t q
˚. 
Equation (7.4) means that, in the superhedging problem, we may
replace solvency setsKt withX
0
t . The solvency sets pX
0
t qt“0,...,T satisfies
pNA2q condition by Lemma 7.2, which is generally required to obtain
a dual characterisation of the superhedging prices, see Condition B
equivalent to pNA2q in [17, Sec. 3.6.3]. Therefore, pNAsq suffices for
[17, Th. 3.6.3] to hold provided that we consider the consistent price
systems associated to pX0t qt“0,...,T .
Now consider pNRAq and pNARAq condition for the chosen accep-
tance sets. Assume that the solvency sets are conical and satisfy
K˚t zt0u Ă intR
d
` which is the case if and only if R
d
`zt0u Ă intK
8
t , see
[17, Section 3.2.1]. In that case, since Ξˆ0t “ cl0pΞˆ
0
t q “ cl0pΞ
0
t q “ Ξ
0
t ,
pNRAq and pNARAq are equivalent by Proposition 6.5. Denote by
A
p
t,T pQq and A
p
t,T pQq for p P r1,8s the variants of A
p
t,T and A
p
t,T when
the reference probability measure is Q. Let q ě 1 denote the conjugate
of p ě 1, so that p´1 ` q´1 “ 1.
Proposition 7.5. The following statements are equivalent.
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(i) A
p
t,T pQq X L
0pRd`,Ftq “ t0u, for all t ď T ´ 1, p P r1,8q and
Q „ P.
(ii) Mq,wt,T pQq ‰ H for every t ď T ´ 1, Q „ P and p P r1,8q.
(iii) pNARAq.
(iv) M8,wt,T pPq ‰ H for every t ď T ´ 1.
(v) M1,wt,T pPq ‰ H for every t ď T ´ 1.
Proof. By Theorem 6.10, (v) and (iii) are equivalent. We deduce the
equivalence of (ii) and (iv) by following the proof of [17, Lemma 3.2.4],
which makes it possible to construct a (weakly)-consistent price system
(see Definition 6.9) from any consistent price system in L1. In particu-
lar, (v) implies (iv) and, clearly, (iv) implies (v). Then (iii) implies (ii),
i.e. pNARAq holds for Q in place of P . Using Theorem 6.6, we deduce
that (i) holds. At last, (i) implies pNARAq by Theorem 6.6. 
8. Arbitrage with expectation as the risk measure
Assume that p “ 1 and
(8.1) Ct,s X L
1
Ft
pRd`,Fsq “ tγ P L
1
Ft
pRd,Fsq : E
gpγ|Ftq ě 0u.
In other words, the acceptable positions are those having non-negative
generalised conditional expectation. The generalised conditional ex-
pectation is well defined for each ξ P L
p
HpR
d,Fq by letting Egpξ|Hq “
Egpξ1|Hq`Epξ2|Hq, where the second summand may be infinite. Then
R0t,spXq “ tE
gpγ|Ftq : γ P L
1
Ft
pX,Fsqu
and Rt,spXq “ E
gpX|Ftq is the generalised conditional expectation.
Lemma 3.14 yields that
Ξˆ
ξ
T´1 “ L
0pKT´1,FT´1q ` L
0pEpξ `KT |FT´1q,FT´1q
“ L0pKT´1,FT´1q ` Epξ|FT´1q ` L
0pEpKT |FT´1q,FT´1q.
“ L0pXξT´1,FT´1q,
where
X
ξ
T´1 “ KT´1 ` Epξ|FT´1q ` EpKT |FT´1q
is FT´1-measurable by Lemma 2.8. Therefore,
RT´2,T´1pΞˆ
ξ
T´1q “ EpX
ξ
T´1|FT´2q
“ Epξ|FT´2q ` EpKT´1 ` EpKt|FT´1q|FT´2q,
“ Epξ|FT´2q ` EpKT `KT´1|FT´2q.
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Since R0T´2,T´1pΞ
ξ
T´1q is the set of E
gpkT´1 ` E
gpξ ` kT |FT´1q|FT´2q
for kT´1 P L
0pKT´1,FT´1q and kT P L
1
FT´1
pKT ,FT q, we deduce that
RT´2,T´1pΞˆ
ξ
T´1q Ă RT´2,T´1pΞ
ξ
T´1q. Moreover, it is trivial that
R0T´2,T´1pΞ
ξ
T´1q Ă R
0
T´2,T´1pΞˆ
ξ
T´1q,
so that RT´2,T´1pΞˆ
ξ
T´1q Ă RT´2,T´1pΞ
ξ
T´1q. Therefore, RT´2,T´1pΞˆ
ξ
T´1q “
RT´2,T´1pΞ
ξ
T´1q. Continuing recursively,
Ξˆ
ξ
T´2 “ L
0pKT´2,FT´2q ` L
0pEpXξT´1|FT´2q,FT´2q
“ L0pKT´2,FT´2q ` Epξ|FT´2q
` L0pEpKT´1 ` EpKt|FT´1q|FT´2q,FT´2q
“ L1pXξT´2,FT´2q,
where
X
ξ
T´2 “ KT´2 ` Epξ|FT´2q ` EpKT `KT´1|FT´2q,
so that Ξˆξt “ L
0pXξt ,Ftq with
(8.2) Xξt “ Kt ` Epξ|Ftq ` EpKT `KT´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Kt`1|Ftq.
Notice that Xξt “ X
0
t ` Epξ|Ftq, i.e. X
0
t determines all superhedging
prices. Furthermore,
Rt,t`1pΞ
0
t`1q “ E
gpKt`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `KT |Ftq,
and
X0t “ Kt ` E
gpKt`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `KT |Ftq.
Reformulating requirements from Definition 6.1, we arrive at the fol-
lowing result.
Proposition 8.1. For the risk arbitrage conditions formulated for the
conditional expectation as the risk measure,
(i) If the solvency sets are strictly proper, pSNRq is equivalent to
EgpKt`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `KT |Ftq X p´Ktq “ t0u, a.s. , t “ 0, . . . , T ´ 1;
(ii) pNARAq is equivalent to
pKt ` E
gpKt`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `KT |Ftqq X R
d
´ “ t0u a.s.
Proposition 8.2.
(i) pNRAq is equivalent to
(8.3) At,T X tξ P L
1
Ft
pRd,FT q : E
gpξ|Ftq P R
d
` a.s.u
Ă tξ P L1FtpR
d,FT q : E
gpξ|Ftq “ 0 a.s.u.
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(ii) pNARAq is equivalent to
(8.4) A
p
t,T X tξ P L
ppRd,FT q : Epξ|Ftq P R
d
` a.s.u
Ă tξ P LppRd,FT q : Epξ|Ftq “ 0 a.s.u.
Proof. (i) Condition (8.3) trivially implies pNRAq. Reciprocally, con-
sider
ξ P At,T X tξ P L
1
Ft
pRd,FT q : E
gpξ|Ftq P R
d
`u.
Since
ξ “
Tÿ
u“t`1
pEgpξ|Fuq ´ E
gpξ|Fu´1qq ` E
gpξ|Ftq,
where Egpξ|Fuq ´ E
gpξ|Fu´1q is acceptable, we deduce that E
gpξ|Ftq P
At,T X L
0pRd`,Ftq. Thus, E
gpξ|Ftq “ 0 a.s. under pNRAq.
(ii) is shown similarly using Theorem 6.6. 
Theorem 6.10 yields the following result.
Proposition 8.3. Suppose that the solvency sets pKtqt“0,...,T are cones.
Let q be the conjugate of p that stems from the definition of the accep-
tance sets.
(1) pNARAq is equivalent to the fact that, for all t, there exists
Z PMq,wt,T pPq, such that
(8.5) EgpxZt`1, γt`1y|Ftq ě xZt,E
gpγt`1|Ftqy a.s.
for all γt`1 P L
p
Ft
pRd,Ft`1q.
(2) pSNRq is equivalent to the fact that, for all t, there exists Z P
M
q,w
t,T pPq such that (8.5) holds and Zt P L
0pintK˚t ,Ftq.
9. Application to the two-dimensional model
Consider a financial market model composed of two assets. The first
one has constant value 1 and the second one is a risky asset modelled by
a bid-ask spread Yt “ rS
b
t , S
a
t s such that 0 ă S
b
t ď S
a
t a.s. for all t ď T .
This is Kabanov’s model with the conical solvency set Kt “ CpYtq, see
Example 3.20.
Consider the acceptance sets from Section 7, so that the condi-
tional core is the risk measure. Then X0T´1 is the sum of KT´1 and
mpX0T ,FT´1q “ CpMpYT |FT´1qq. Since X
0
T´1 is a random closed set,
iterating this argument yields that X0t “ CpY˜tq for t “ 0, . . . , T , where
Y˜T “ YT and
Y˜t “MpY˜t`1|Ftq X Yt, t “ T ´ 1, . . . , 0.
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Note that we do not make any no arbitrage assumption to obtain X0t .
Observe that Y˜t “ rS˜
b
t , S˜
a
t s, where S˜
a
T “ S
a
T , S˜
b
T “ S
b
T , and
S˜at “ S
a
t ^ ess supFt S˜
a
t`1, S˜
b
t “ S
b
t _ ess infFt S˜
b
t`1,(9.1)
for t “ T, . . . , 1. Since 0 ă S˜bt ď S˜
a
t a.s. for all t, pNRAq always holds.
By Definition 6.1 and Lemma 6.8, we easily deduce the following result.
Theorem 9.1.
(i) pSNRq holds if and only if Sbt ď ess supFt S˜
a
t`1 and S
a
t ě
ess infFt S˜
b
t`1 a.s. with strict inequalities when S
b
t ă S
a
t , for all
t ď T ´ 1.
(ii) pNA2q holds if and only if ess supFtS
a
t`1 ě S
a
t and S
b
t ě
ess infFtS
b
t`1 a.s. for all t ď T ´ 1.
Remark 9.2. pNAsq is equivalent to pSNRq in the proper case but also
to the existence of a strictly consistent price system, see [17, Th. 3.2.2].
In the two asset case, the Grigoriev theorem, see [17, Th. 3.2.15] and
[11], asserts that pNAsq is equivalent to the existence of a (possibly non-
strict) consistent price system, i.e. the existence of a martingale Zt with
respect to a probability measure Q equivalent to P such that Sbt ď Zt ď
Sat for all t. By Theorem 9.1, the existence of a consistent price system,
i.e. pNAsq, implies pSNRq. Indeed, by Theorem A.2, ess supFtS˜
a
t`1 ě
EQpZt`1|Ftq ě S
b
t and similarly ess infFtS˜
b
t`1 ď EQpZt`1|Ftq ď S
a
t , the
inequalities being strict when Sbt ă S
b
a.
Corollary 9.3. If there exist probability measures Qa,Qb which are
equivalent to P, such that Sa is a Qa-submartingale and Sb is a Qb-
supermartingale, then pNA2q holds.
The condition in the following corollary means that δbt “ S
b
t {S
b
t´1 and
δat “ S
a
t {S
a
t´1 admit conditional full supports on R` for all t “ 1, . . . , T .
Corollary 9.4. If
(9.2) Ppδbt ď c|Ft´1qPpδ
a
t ě c|Ft´1q ą 0, a.s.
for all t “ 1, . . . , T and all c ą 0, then pNA2q holds.
Proof. Let γ “ ess supFt´1S
a
t . Then γ1δatěc ě S
a
t 1δatěc ě cS
a
t´11δat ěc.
Taking the conditional expectation yields
γPpδat ě c|Ft´1q ě cS
a
t´1Ppδ
a
t ě c|Ft´1q.
Then γ ě cSat´1, and letting cÑ8 yields that γ “ `8 a.s. Similarly,
ess infFt´1S
b
t “ 0 a.s., and Theorem 9.1(ii) applies. 
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Now switch to the setting of Section 8 with the acceptance sets given
by (8.1). By Lemma 3.19,
X0T´1 “ KT´1 ` EpKT |FT´1q “ CpYT´1 XmpYT |FT´1qq.
Further, (8.2) yields that X0t “ CpYˆtq, where YˆT “ YT and
Yˆt “ mpYˆt`1|Ftq X Yt, t “ T ´ 1, . . . , 0.
Then Yˆt “ rSˆ
b
t , Sˆ
a
t s, where Sˆ
b
T “ S
b
T , Sˆ
a
T “ S
a
T and
Sˆat “ ess infFtpSˆ
a
t`1q ^ S
a
t , Sˆ
b
t “ ess supFtpSˆ
b
t`1q _ S
b
t ,
which can be compared to (9.1). Since Sˆbt is not necessary smaller that
Sˆat , we use the convention that Cprb, asq “ R
2 for b ą a.
Theorem 9.5. With the acceptance sets given by (8.1),
(i) pSNRq is equivalent to the fact that Sbt ă ess infFtpSˆ
a
t`1q, and
Sat ą ess supFtpSˆ
b
t`1q a.s. and ess supFtpSˆ
b
t`1q ď ess infFtpSˆ
a
t`1q
for all t ď T ´ 1;
(ii) pNARAq holds if and only if ess supFtpSˆ
b
t`1q ď ess infFtpSˆ
a
t`1q a.s.
for all t
(iii) pNRA2q holds if and only if mpYs|Ft´1q Ą mpYt|Ft´1q for all
s ě t ě 0, and Kt ` EpKt`1|Ftq Ă Kt ` Ct´1,t a.s., equivalently
(9.3) tEpxt|Ft´1q : xt P L
1pX0t ,Ftqu
Ă tEpkt|Ft´1q : kt P L
1pKt,Ftqu, t “ 0, . . . , T.
Proof. (i), (ii) It suffices to apply Proposition 8.1, recall that Sbt ď S
a
t .
(iii) Suppose that pNRA2q holds. So, EpX0t |Ft´1q Ă EpKt|Ft´1q,
t ě 1, by Lemma 6.8. Since Kt Ă X
0
t , EpX
0
t |Ft´1q “ EpKt|Ft´1q for
all t ě 1. Since EpKu|Ft´1q Ă EpX
0
t |Ft´1q by (8.2) if u ě t, we deduce
that EpKu|Ft´1q Ă EpKt|Ft´1q a.s., i.e. mpYu|Ft´1q Ą mpYt|Ft´1q, for
all u ě t. Therefore, X0t “ Kt ` EpX
0
t`1|Ftq “ Kt ` EpKt`1|Ftq, a.s.
Reciprocally, we may show by induction that X0t “ Kt ` EpKt`1|Ftq
a.s. for all t ď T ´1 with (8.2) since this holds for t “ T ´1. Therefore
pNRA2q holds.
pNRA2q immediately implies (9.3). Reciprocally, assume (9.3) and
consider xt P L
1pX0t ,Ftq. Then xt “ ηt ` Epxt|Ft´1q, where ηt “
xt ´ Epxt|Ft´1q P Ct´1,t and, by assumption, Epxt|Ft´1q “ Epkt|Ft´1q
for some kt P L
1pKt,Ftq. Then Epkt|Ft´1q “ η˜t ` kt, where η˜t “
Epkt|Ft´1q ´ kt P Ct´1,t. Therefore, xt “ ηt ` η˜t ` kt P Kt ` Ct´1,t, i.e.
pNRA2q holds by Lemma 6.8. 
Corollary 9.6. If pNRA2q holds, then X0t “ Kt ` EpKt`1|Ftq for all
t ď T ´ 1.
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Appendix A. Conditional essential supremum
Let Ξ Ă L0pR,Fq be a (possibly uncountable) family of real-valued
F -measurable random variables and let H be a sub-σ-algebra of F .
The following result is well known, see e.g. [10, Appendix A.5] and a
similar result holds for the conditional essential infimum.
Theorem A.1. For any family Ξ of random variables, there exits a
unique ξˆ P L0pp´8,`8s,Hq, denoted by ess supHΞ and called the H-
conditional supremum of Ξ, such that ξˆ ě ξ a.s. for all ξ P Ξ and
η ě ξ a.s. for η P L0pp´8,`8s,Hq and all ξ P Ξ implies η ě ξˆ a.s.
If H is trivial, we recover the deterministic essential supremum and
infimum of random variables. Let Q be the set of all absolutely con-
tinuous probability measures Q with respect to P and let EQ designate
the expectation under Q.
Theorem A.2. If Ξ Ă L0pR`,Fq or Ξ Ă L
8pR,Fq, then
(A.1) ess supHΞ “ ess supFtE
g
Q
pξ|Hq, ξ P Ξ,Q P Qu .
Moreover, if Ξ “ tξu is a singleton, the family tEgQpξ|Hq,Q P Qu is
directed upwards, hence there exists a sequence Qn P Q, n ě 1, such
that EQnpξ|Hq Ò ess supHΞ everywhere on Ω.
Proof. Denote the right-hand side of (A.1) by γ. Since ess supHΞ ě ξ
for all ξ P Ξ and ess supHΞ is H-measurable, ess supHΞ ě γ a.s. It
remains to show that γ ě ξ a.s. for all ξ P Ξ . Assume without loss of
generality that γ ă 8 a.s. and there exists ξ P Ξ such that γ ă ξ on a
non null set F . Then Eg
Q
pξ|Hq1F`ξ1F c ď ξ, for measure Q with density
1F , and the inequality is strict on F . By taking the conditional expec-
tation and noticing that γ ă 8 a.s., EQpξ1F c|Hq ď EQpξ|HqEQp1F c|Hq,
and the inequality is strict on F , contrary to QpF cq “ 0.
Suppose that Ξ “ tξu is a singleton. Consider two mesures Q1,Q2 P
Q with densities α1, α2. Let Q P Q have density
α “ cα11E
Q1
pξ|HqěE
Q2
pξ|Hq ` cα21E
Q1
pξ|HqăE
Q2
pξ|Hq,
where c ą 0 is the normalising constant and EPpc
´1αq ą 0. Since
EQpξ1Aq “ EPpαξ1Aq ě EQpEQipξ|Hq1Aq a.s.
for every A P H, we have EQpξ|Hq ě EQipξ|Hq a.s. for i “ 1, 2. 
Appendix B. Generalised conditional expectation
Definition B.1. Let H be a sub-σ-algebra of F . The generalised
conditional expectation Egpξ|Hq of ξ P L0pRd,Fq is said to exist and
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ξ belongs to the family ξ P L1
H
pRd,Fq if there exists an H-measurable
partition pBiqiě1 such that ξ1Bi is integrable for all i ě 1. Then
Egpξ|Hq “
8ÿ
i“1
Epξ1Bi|Hq1Bi .
It is easy to see that the generalised conditional expectation does
not depend on the chosen partition.
Theorem B.2. We have ξ P L1
H
pRd,Fq if and only if Ep}ξ}|Hq ă 8
a.s. Moreover, Egpξ|Hq “ Epξ`|Hq ´ Epξ´|Hq for all ξ P L1
H
pRd,Fq,
where ξ` “ ξ _ 0 and ξ´ “ ´pξ ^ 0q with maximum and minimum
applied coordinatewisely.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that d “ 1. Suppose that
Ep|ξ||Hq ă 8 a.s., in particular, Epξ`|Hq ă 8 and Epξ´|Hq ă 8 a.s.
Then Bn “ tEp|ξ||Hq P rn, n` 1qu, n ě 0, build a partition of Ω. The
reverse implication is trivial. 
Define
(B.1) |||ξ|||p,H “
#
Ep}ξ}p|Hq1{p, p P r1,8q,
ess supH}ξ}, p “ 8.
The family Lp
H
pRd,Fq for p P r1,8s consists of random vectors from
L0pRd,Fq such that |||ξ|||p,H is a.s. finite. Observe that L
0pRd,Hq “
L
p
H
pRd,Hq for all p P r1,8s. The family Lp
H
pRd,Fq is an L0pR,Hq-
module, see [8]. We endow the space Lp
H
pRd,Fq with the topology by
assuming that ξn converges to ξ if |||ξn ´ ξ|||p,H Ñ 0 in probability if
p P r1,8q. If p “ 8, we use the bounded convergence in probability,
meaning that ess supH}ξn} is bounded and |||pξn ´ ξq ^ 1|||1,H Ñ 0 in
probability as n Ñ 8. By conditional normalisation, we may easily
show the following result.
Lemma B.3. Random vector ξ P L0pRd,Fq belongs to Lp
H
pRd,Fq if
and only if ξ “ γξ˜, where γ P L0pr1,8q,Hq and ξ˜ P LppRd,Fq.
The next result follows from the conditional dominated convergence
theorem.
Lemma B.4 (Generalised conditional dominated convergence the-
orem). Let pξnqně1 be a sequence from L
p
H
pRd,Fq with p P r1,8q
which converges a.s. to ξ P L0pRd,Fq. If }ξn} ď γ a.s. for some
γ P Lp
H
pR`,Fq and all n, then ξ
n Ñ ξ in Lp
H
pRd,Fq.
Corollary B.5. The set LppRd,Fq is dense in Lp
H
pRd,Fq for all p P
r1,8s.
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Lemma B.6. Let pξnqně1 be a sequence from L
p
H
pRd,Fq which con-
verges to ξ in Lp
H
pRd,Fq. Then there exists a random H-measurable
sequence pnkqkě1 of H-measurable natural numbers, such that ξ
nk P
L
p
H
pRd,Fq and ξnk Ñ ξ a.s.
Proof. Since ξn Ñ ξ in Lp
H
pRd,Fq, we deduce that Ep}ξm´ ξ}p|Hq Ñ 0
a.s. as mÑ8. Define n0 “ 0 and
nk “ inftn ą nk´1 : Ep}ξ
i ´ ξ}p|Hq ď 2´pk for all i ě nu, k ě 1.
Then Ep}ξnk ´ ξ}p|Hq ď 2´pk, so that Ep}ξnk ´ ξ}pq ď 2´pk. There-
fore, pξnk ´ ξq Ñ 0 in LppRd,Fq and almost surely for a subsequence.
Observe that
Ep}ξnk}|Hq “
ÿ
jěk
Ep}ξj}|Hq1nk“j ă 8,
so that ξnk P Lp
H
pRd,Fq. The conclusion follows. 
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